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. Chapter I
IN:r ROJ)uC'.l:I�m
Hull (1928) underscored the general finding that
predictive validities for tests of the day usually fell
within the range extending from .30 to .40.

In fact

validities of .50 or greater were so rare that he labeled
the region beyond • 50 the

II

region of inaccessibi.lity:�·11

Today, forty years later, measureillent specialists still
vie\; validities of .50 and above as distlnct rarities.
Psychologists have attributed this state of affairs to the so called criterion problem and to the nature of
psychological tests.

With a few exceptions there have

been no concerted efforts made to solve the criterion
problem.

Instead investi6ators have resorted to the

revalidation and revision of their measuring devices
assuming that all is well with the criterion.

Ghiselli

(1963) maintained that this stagnant state of affairs
has arisen primarily due to strict adherence to the
classical additive prediction model.
Low predictive validities, as well a.s low reliability,
have also been attributed to the nature of psychological
tests.

Tests are universally defined as samples of

behavlor.

It follows logically from this definition that

perfect or near perfect validities are unobtainable; no
researcher aspires to perfect or complete sampling.

,�

It would appear therefore that workers in the field
of measurement have resigned themselves to what they
apparently consider an uialter�ble situation.

-Giving lip

-2-

service to the shortcomings

:>f

their techniq_ues, they go

blithefully on develooinv
•
0 tests and test batteries whlch
by design result in only :n.oderate validity.

It is the

purpose of the present research to present an extensive
treatment of a relatively n8w methodological approach to
the aforementioned problems.
Basic to the classic prediction :nodel whether bivariate
or multivariate is the assu:nptlon that errors of 1:1.easurement
and er�·ors of prediction are of the same magnitude for
individuals withln a specified g�oup.

It is recognized

tha"t on any single testing suc:1 errors vary in maGnitude
from one individual to another.

However, it is ms.intained

( Ghiselli, • 1963) "ih·at c;ts tac nu:aoer. of parallel tests and
criteria increase without limit, average standard errors of
measurement and predlction approach the same value for all
individuals.

Therefore in a multiple regression eq_ua.tion,

t�e regression weights are the same for all individuals.
Mathematically the weights are based on the average variation
of predictor and criterion scores for all individuals.

In

th� additive regression equatlon, the predictors are com
binJd in an additive fashion, tne contribution of each pre
dic"tor to tne dependent variable ocing dete�illined by its
�cd��ctive regression weight.
Ghiselli (1963) pointed out that the linear combination
of a set of predictors having t:1c same regression wei.�hts
for all subjects in a group leads to the false assuuption
that the psycholo�ical structure of all the subjects is the same.
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This is, of course, tantamount to sayi�g that the error of
measurement is the same for all individuals.
That is it is assumed that the variability of rGsponse
to the predictors and to the criterion is the same for
all individuals.

Thus according to the classic model,

subjects having identical predictor scores should have
identical criterion scores.

Since the same regression

weights are used for all subjects, identical criterion
scores would in.fact be predicted f�r those having
identical predictor scores.

It follows that any difference

between standard predictor score� and standard criterion
s�ores is due to error of prediction.

Stated in terms of

standard scores, as the difference between predictor and
criterion scores i¥creases, the error of prediction is
said to increase.

Perfect prediction is achieved when the

difference between standard predictor and criterion scores is
zero.

The additive model does not allow for the possibility

that scores on a predictor may vary as a function of other
variables.

It may be that individual's having identical

predictor scores obtain different criterion scores because
they differ wlth respect to some other behavioral deter
minant which, to a degree, deterolnes predictor performance.
Succinctly the classic model, does not allow for interaction
between predictor variables and other variables, i.e., no
assessment of or control for individual errors is possible.
In recent years a number of researchers have pres�nted
arguments and evidence which cast considerable doubt on
the adequacy of the classic regression model.

Lee (1961)'

4
presented an excellent discussion of
in assuming additivity.

...l-t10
.

fallacy involved

She pointed out t�at the function

relating the criterion to a predictor is additive if the
same criterion estimate is obtained by applying the function
to the sum of the weighted predictor scores as is obtained
by summing a series of criterion estimates obtained by
appljlng the function separately to each we ighted predictor
score.

If the function is not additive, then different

predictor s core combinations resulting in the same sum
may result in different criterion scores�

Lee argued that

if the function is nonadditive, �nteractions exist in
the data.

In passing, the term

11

lnteraction" ls used to

refer to "s ituations in which the relation between two
or more given var:fa·ble� is found to vary as a function
of changes ln the values of one or more other variables. 11
Thus the fallacy in assuming additivi ty involves sircply the
fact that no allowance is made for the.occurrence of non
additive relations, i.e., interactions.

As Lee pointed

out, it may ue the case that il1teraction effects are so
strong that two or more predictors which correlate zero
with the criterion may show perfect correlation if considered jointly by appropriate methods.
As Ghiselli (1963) emphasized, thece is a considerable
body of research which shows that individual er rors· of
measu rement and prediction can be assessed, controlled,
and predicted.

These findings will be cited as the case

for a nonadditive prediction nodel is developed.

Basically

the argument to be presented is that a nonadditive model

5
results in a reduction of what b.2..s hithertofore been called
error.
Moderated re�rcssion
Confronted with the aforementioned problems inherent
in the classic model, psychologists have been working to
develop a prediction model which takes into account individual errors o:f measurement and predictlon.

Toops (1948)

introduced a technique by which he divided a group 6f in
dividuals into

11

ulstrith.s 11 on· th8 basis of what he cu.lled

"statistical trait-patterns. 11

His technia_ue supposedly

resulted in subgroups (ulstr.i.ths)' homogeneous as to vari
ability of response and criterion performance.

Toops'

technique was an early attempt to design a model Khich
would permit the �btitral and assessment of individual
error.

Gaylord and Carroll (1943) pointed out that a

multiple regression equation optimum for an entire group
may be inappropriate for subgroups included therein.
As Lee (1961) was later to point out, they asserted
that scores on a predictor variable may vary as a function
of other variables wl1lch they called "population control
variables."

The term was defined as a variable used to

identify subgroups having unique regression lines.

The

authors stated that population control was achieved
by including the appropriate cross-product terms in a
modified regression equation.

Unfortunately no detailed

description _of th.e procedure was presented.

Saunders ,.

(1954), using a sor.:1ewhat similar technique, substituted
for upo:pulatlon control variable" tb.e term"moderator

6
variables" a:id elaborated upo�1 the techniq_ue for em
ploying them ln prediction eq_uatlons.

!'

In the usual additive model, the relation between

aud Xi may be represented ln terms of standard scores

by the formula

OJ
where y' is predicted Y;

z is

the mean of predicted Y;

bi is the regression weight for the predictor; and �i

is a predictor score.

As previously mentioned; the'above model does not

allow for interactions between predictors or interaction
between predictors ·and other variables.

Saunders (1956)

presented the folr�wing_model which makes allowance for
such interactions in correlational data.

It will be de

monstrated shortly how the introduction o� interaction

terms permits the control and prodictlo1i of individual

errors of measurement and prediction.

Written in standard

score form the moderated regresslon model takes the form

f' a1xi

+ tb j z j + � c1j· xizj
[2]
i
j
J
for the case involving one predictor and one moderator
y' = y +

It should be noted that �i, b ' and £ij
j
are regression weights. Excluding the last term, the

variable (�j)•

equation is the.usual additive multiple regression eQuation
Note that �j is treated as a pre
dictor in the term �bjzj• It is the fourth term,tc1 xiz ,
j
j
which characterizes the equation as a moderated regression
having two predictors.
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equation.

It is the interaction of .!i and �j which permits
the assessment ,of moderator effects. The fourth term is

obtained by summing the cross-products between .!i and Aj.;
There is apparently no limit to the number of predictors
that may be used with moderated regression.

For example,

the case involving two predictors and one moderator would
take the following .form:
y•:: Y + �ai:x:1. + {b j:x:j + fckzk +.�dik:x:i z k
l
K
( l.k
e
Z
:x: :x:
.f
.. � jJ2Cj k + £ ij 1 j + jlcgi jk:x:i:x:j z k
i

[3]

<

Note that in the above equation the seventh term, �f1jxi:x:j,
ij
represents the moderator effect that may occur as a result
of the interaction between the two predictors.

The last

term allows for the:ass�ssment of any overall interaction

that may occur between the predictors and the moderator.
In a forth coming sectlon the distinction between moderators
and :predictors will be discussed in deta11.

For purposes

.of discussion at this point, it suffices to say that the
role of the moderator is to identify subgroups of in
dividuals having unique regression lines.

In general

a subgroup is characteriz ed by the unique manner in
which its predictor scores are determined by relevant
moderators.
Lykken and Rose (1963) and Rock (1965) have emphasized
that the most serious limitation of the classic prediction
model inheres in the assumption of homoscedasticity.

'Jfuis

assumption is, in part, the basis for employing the same
regression weights for all members of a group.

Any attempt

8

to increase the accuracy of predlctton is nothing more
than an attempt to decrease avcra.c;s errors of measurement
and prediction for the entire group.

As a result it has

been argued (Lykken & Rose, 1963) that "the conventional
prediction eQuation may not in g2neral yield an optimum
prcdictlon for the valid regions of the

@redicto�

space n-aving been ••• distorted by the attempt to make it
predict equally well for the invalid regions."
The introduction of interaction terms (moderators
included) allows for the con-trol of individual errors to
the extent that scores on a moderator can be shown to
vary as a function of error.

In other words, moderated

regression permits ·a more accurate assessment of the
hlthertofore invatid regions of the predictor space.

Instead

of dealing solely with the average errors for the entire
group, the moderated regression model takes into iccount
individual errors while at the same tim� being descriptive
of overall group performance.
Recognizing that empirical evidence speaks louder than
supposedly logical argumentation, Ghiselli and his co
workers have conducted a series of studies which cast
considerable doubt on the efficacy of the classic model
and its assumptions.

In four articles, Ghiselli

(1956; 1960a; 1960b; 1963) demonstrated that errors of the
af'orementioned types varied as a function of other variables
(moderators).

He maintained that his results were eviaence

for the rejection or revision of the additive regression
model.

Rather than making the assur:1ptlon that errors are

9
eq_ual for all individuals t G:1..:..se;;lli showed that throu0h
the use of moderators individual errors of mea�uremcnt· and
prediction could be predicted.

rlasically his technique

involved the computation of difference scores between
standard predictor and criterion scores.

Through item

analysis he developed a moderator scale which.correlated
with th� difference or error scores.

For the case in

volving two parallel tests, the technique has been employed to demonstrate the relation between measurement
error and a specially developed moderator.

In one study

(Ghiselli, 196Ob) it was repo::ted. 'th2..t the reliability
coefficients for a cross-validation group were found to
increase from .82 to .97 for different subgroups identified
using a moderator.·: In �he same study increases in predictive
validity from .226 for the total group to .860 for a
selected subgroup.were found using a moderator.

Using

another predictor and criterion, a similar increase from
.154 (total group) to .779 for a selected subgroup was
found.

Thus on the basis of moderator scores Ghiselli

was able to predict those individuals who were predictable
and those who were unpredictable.
Reporting on three additional investigations, Ghiselli
(196Oa) further demonstrated the efficacy of using
moderators.

By extending his technique he developed a

differential predictability variable which should not be
confused with a predictability variable.

;·fhereas a pre-=

■

dictability variable distinguishes subgroups on the basis
of differences between standard predictor and criterion
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scores, the dlffGrential predictability variable dis
criminates subgroups for wh::..ch one of two tests is s.
better predictor on the basis of differences in difference
scores.

A more detailed discussion of Ghiselli 1 s

techniques is included ln tie forthcoming section on
moderator development.

Ghiselli found that when uslng

one precllctor (P1)
--- alone for an entire group it correlated
.17 with the criterion while a second predictor (P)
-2
used alone correlated .51 with the criterion. By selecting
out the 60% of the entire group for whom P

was the best
1
predictor and the 40% for whom .2 2 was the best predictor,
a moderated R (Rm) of .75 was obtained. In effect,
for those lndivid�als whose scores on

f1

w�re used,

f2

was

weighted zero in-�he prediction equation and vice varsa.
In the last two studies the percentages of individuals in
cluded in each subgroup were 58% & 42;t and 68;� & 32)b.

In

the second study zero-order correlations of �55 and .61
were obtained and in the third .20 and .02.
R's were .73 and .33 respectively.

The moderated

By demonstrating that

subgroups could be for:ned on the basis of error for which
there were significant increases in predictive validity,
Ghiselli 1 s data brought considerable doubt to bear on the
assumption of homoscedasticity.
in a somewhat more extensive study, Ghiselli and
Sanders (1967i offered further evidence which spoke against
the appropriateness of the additive prediction model:
The investigators studied the possioility of deriving a mod
erator scale which would divide a group -orsuoje·cts·"into

11

two suogroups o_f opposite i1eteros cedast ici ty.

That is,

for one subgroup high scores on both the dependent and
independent variables would De expected to be highly re
lated '.-rhlle for the same sub:_;rou,J low scores on ooth
variables would be exjected to be only slightly related.
In the second subgroup the opposite condition would be
expectea to be the case.
Ghiselli and Sanders reproaented the two groups
graphically by use of the scatter diagram appearL1g
in b'isure 1.

The diag_onal line extending from the upper
lefthand corner to the lower rljhtha�d corner did not
appear in the original scatter diagram.

It has been included

in order to clarify the discussion of their findings.
Ghiselll and:san�ers pointed out that in order !or the
assumption of hornoscedasticity to hold, the average dlfi'erence
iu st�ndard scores for those individuals in the upper
triangle should equal the aver2.ge diff"erences of those
individuals in the lower triangle.

In the three studies

reported, the condi tlon represented in .b1 igure 1 was found to
obtain.

Since their study offered such a clear a�d relatively

simple ar�ument against the classic model, Ghlselli and
Sanders' procedure and results will be considered in some
detail.
1.

:rhelr procedure was as follows:
A group of individuals was divided randomly into

an experimental group and a cross-validation group
2.

Ji thin the experimental group the subjects ,�"tare

nlvided into those whose predictor and criterion scores
placed them in the upper and lower triangle.

'

''

''

'' '

' '\..

''

''

''

'
''

FIG. 1.

''

'

Two heteroscedastic relationships pear

shaped in opposite directions.
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3.

The aosolute difference between standard predictor

4.

Th� group in each triangle was divided into two

and criterion scores ( &x-& ) was computed for each in
j
�
dividual.
groups, one having high
low

f�x-zyf

scores and the other having

scores.
·1-X·-Y
z ·-z I
5. - Two experimental groups were formed on the basis

of the four existing groups.

those low on
on

jh-zyl

The first group consisted of

in the upper triangle and those�J1igh

jzx- yf in the lower triangle. This group was called
z
the upright pear subgroup. The formation of the upside

down pear subgroup followed in the same manner.

6.

Through item analysis a moderator scale was

developed which drtferentiated the upright pear from the
upsidedown pear.

The moderator was so developed that

those obtai�ing high scores on the scale formed an up

right pear distribution while those scoring low formed and

upsidedown pear distribution.

7.

The moderator scale was then applied to a cross

validation group.

The abo�e procedure was applied to three groups of in-

' .dividuals.

For present purposes of discussion, the de

pendent and independent variables used are irrelevant.

For each of the cross-validation groups the subjects �ere

divided into two groups on t�e basis of those earning high
or low moderator scores.

Each group was then further•

divided into those predictor scores placed them in

either the upper or lower triangle.

It was .hypothesized

that if the moderator was effective the group scoring high
on the sea.le would form an upright pear distribution
while an upsidedown :pear distribution ,;-rnuld result for
those �coring low on the scale.

The following table

taken from Ghiselli and Sanders' paper clearly summarizes
the obtained results.
Upon-close inspection of Table 1, it is readily observed
that the expected results were obtained.
pear group the average

1�x - �y1

For the upright

scores for those in the

·lower triangle were greater than those for tb.e individuals
falling in the uppel' triangle.

The opposite condition pre

vailed for the upsidedown pear group.

Ghiselli and Sanders

reported no significance values for their data; however, as
they pointed out th� results indicated that tha efficacy of
the additive regression model and its associated assumpt�on
of homoscedasticity are questionable.·
Moderator variables
In the previous section it was mentioned that moderators
and predictors differ in that a moderator divides a group
of individuals into subgroups having unique regression lines.
By d�finition and the procedures used to develop them mod
erators correlate with error whether it be error of measu:i:-e
ment or error of prediction.

It follows that a moderator

correlates with t-he relationship between a predictor and a
criterion (Guion� 1967).

Therefore on the basis of a mod

erator scale a group can be divided into subgroups acd�rding
to difference in error, i.e., predictability.

Predictor

scales, on the other hand, are not designed to correlate

15

TABLE 1
Average differences between standard scores ( jzx - z l )
y

for individuals with high and low moderator scores

================================
Hi�h moderator scores
___, ( Upright l)ea:-c)

Group

Upper right
hand
triangle

Lm·rnr left
hand
triangle

lzx-zyl

lzx-z

N

A

.32

58

B

.42

25

C

1.06

74

Average

.60

yj

N

Upper rightho..nd
triangle

j
-zy
z
x
.l

N

Lo1::er left-·
hand
�riangle

1 J: -zy
•7
t ...

� 33

I

N

68

62

... : 0

'7�

29

65

1. 13

52

.. 83

45

19

. 10

.73

(Upsidedown pear)

.45
.82

.33

1. 15

Lou r:wderator- scores

.80

33

.67

44
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with error.

The relationship between a predictor and a cri

terion is .characterized by the variance that the two have
in common.

For the case involving two parallel tests, a

moderator, by design correlates with the unexplained
variation (error of measurement) between the two tests.

-�.

:H1or the case involving a pr·edictor and a criterion, the
moderator--correlates with the unexplained variation
between the two or, in different terms, it correlates
with residual error.

Using Ghiselli 1 s terminology, it

may be said that while predictors are used to predict,
moderators are used to predict predictability.

Grouping

according to error thus results in subgroups which vary
according to the accuracy with which a given predictor
predicts criterion performance.
It will be recalled in the discussion of Saunder�•
model that a moderating effect may occur as a result of the
interaction between two predictors.

A moderating effect

will occur if one of the predictors correlates with the
unexplained variation beti-reen the other predictor and the
criterion.

In other words it is not absolutely necessary

that scales be designed explicitly for use an moderators.
Steineman (1964) has pointed out that moderators ::nay be
selected on the basis of sound theory and/ or logical
reasoning.

This approach to the development of moderators

has been called the rational approach by Ban�� (1�64).
Saunders (1954), for example, reasoned that corapulsl vert.tss
shou�d moderate the prediction of academic achievement
from interest test scores.

He obtained the expected
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results.

'�'}i O"' e cu'o j "'c"- ,, 3coring high on the predictor
_.,....,.

'-'

c,

t::

Vv

but low on the cri terlon
pulsiveness scores.

irGl"' e

found. t:;o hs.vc ;1::..i;:1 co:::-

Rather than reflecting acade�ic

achievement, the high interest scores were more a reflection
of compulsiveness.

For tie low compulsive subgroup, the

correlatlon batween interest and academic achlevemeat was
his;h.
Since it is the function of :n.od.erators to improve
predictive valiclity by :.."' educing error, sot1e distinction
between them and suppr0::::sors is in order.

In a number of

studies (Ewen & Kirkpatrick, 1967; Ghiselli, 1963; Ghiselli &
Sanders, 1967; and Saunders, 1956) it has been emphasized
that moderators like suppressors are specific to the
data with which they are used.

For example, two of the

studies reported by Ghiselll and Sanders (1967) employed
moderators developed froGl the same :pool of items.

How-

ever it was found that neither group was moderated by the
so..r.ne i terns.

Moderators and suppressors differ according to the
relation each shares with the de:iendent variable.
Suppressor variables while not correlating with the cri
terion do correlate with predictors which are related to
the criterion.

�oderators do not necessarily correlute

with the criterlon; however, it is not a necessary con
dition that the predictors with which the moderator is
used must correlate with the criterion.

\·Then selecting

or developing moderators i� is desirable to have a scale
which does not correlate hl�hly with the criterion.

If,
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as Tolbert (1966) pointed out, the crite�ion-moderator
correlation is high, a moderator may serva more effectively
as a predictor.

Secondly, it is agreed ,t.hat moderators

do not ,have .t,o. l :: correlate i·rith the predictor ( s).
1

_

This is not

a necessary cond•ition for a moderator effect to occur at
all�(Saundeis, 1954) •
. Any d�scussion of moderators includes many references
to sub3rouplng.

It is often falsely assumed that mod

erators divide total groups of subjects into separate and
distinct subgroups having unique characteristics.

Saunders

(1956) empnasized that using moderators does not result in
the formation of such groups.

Rather a score on a mod

erator represents an individu�l's position on a continuous
variable.

Thus a m6derator may be further defined as a

variable which divides a group of individuals.into a con-
tinuous series of subgrou9s.
It is important to recognize that while moderators
are designed to identif,y subgroups, it is the subgrouping
procedure which preceeds and is instrumental in the ·deve'lop
ment of the moderator.

Where.item analysis is used, items

are selected which discriminate subgroups selected on the
�basis of scores on some other variable.
used to develop the moderator.

These items are

The moderator identifies

subgroups to.the extent that it holds up upon cross
validation.
The topic of subgrouping in the present context
permits an interesting comparison of the classic and uod
erated regression models.

The simplest representation
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of the classic model is offered by the following diagram

(4]
which can be expanded to represent the additive multiple
prediction model having Rk predictors and the criterion
measure !lo

Figure 2 presents Medvedeff 1 s (1964) representation of
the moderated regression model in terms of subgrouping
where Rx is a response on a predictor; Q1 ••• On are sub
groups of individuals homogeneous with respect to scores
on a moderator; and R1 ••• Rn are classes of criterion
responses indicativ�·of ,each subgroup.

Medvedeff's schema

tizatlon portrays quite clearly the finding that individuals
having identical predictor scores may diverge as to criterion
performance depending upon their scores ·on variables moder
ating the predictor-criterion relationship.
The foregoing discussion of subgrouping and moderators
has been succinctly summarized in two statements made by
Ghiselli (1963).

He pointed out that moderators result

in subgroups to the extent that they allow for the sorting
of "heterogeneous aggregations of individuals into homor-
geneous groups ••• " He further reemphasized the fact
that

0

indlvidual's are not sorted into separate classes

and a subgroup is merely those individuals who fall at•
the same point on the continuum

jt"he moderate�

."

No discussion of mod era tors would be· complete· without·
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Predictor response
Subgroups
Criterion

p
1------------�·1
p
1------------�"
2

3

l1",...J-.-----------"'""4

FIG. 2.

Moderated regression model_represented in
terms of subgrouping.
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a detailed examination of the manner in which they affect
reliability and predictive validity.

It �ill be recalled

that the aforemsntloned Ghlselli studies demonstr2ted increases in reliability and validity as a result of usinz
moderators.

It has been pointed out th2t the use of �od-

erators results in such incre�ses bcc&use they permit the
selection-out of high error subgroups.

To date the best

demonstration of the efficacy of subgrouping on the j�sis
of error appeared in a study by Berdie (1961).

On the

basisofa variance index computed from th� variability
of ten subtest scores about a tot�l test score, he divided
a 6roup of subjects into high and .:'...oir V:J.riance subgroups.
He further computed· the diffc:enc2 �otween actual and predieted criterion sc�res.for s�cb lndividual.

He hypothesized

that the averaee prediction erro1� fo:c the low vo.riauce sub
group should be significantlJ less ·co.an for the high vari
ance subgroup.

In four of elJht comparisons the expected

results were obtained

(pc.05).

Jhile Berdic did not develop a ·moderator �e could have
Through item analysis a scale could have

easily done so.

bee::i developed to correhito Hi tn the varicmce .. ::..::o:-:.
such

G.

Using

scale,. reliabllity ,3.!ld validity could h:.:.ve ::ieen

maximized for low variance sub3ra�9s.
It is often �istakenly concluded t�at high error (un
predictable) suSgroups i dentlfie� by LlOderators are ex
cluded fro□ further conoideratlo _ in prediction studie�
'
'-,.J ) tl8. S underscored the fact that the role of
..: .. :.:. �, e 11 l· ( 10
;,, o
1

�- . .-:ode1�& tor i,l tc1 respect to )redictive v2.lidity is not to
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exclude certain lndividuals but rather to determine or
".....,r,.,.a'i ct .... 'ne ·-�ei· u't1".!:'

G

-

V

\t

,,

V ... V

torlon performat1ce.

a

11

test carries in determining criTherefore the i:1oderator may be keyed

so that the higher the scores, the eraater the weight a test
carries for an individual.

For those individuals having

low moderator scores, the 9redlctlan could be made that the
predicto::.�...:-ariterion relation ,;oulc1.

i)8

lm-T.

..\ction could then

be initiated to find or to develop tests which would predict
for the low moderator groups.

In this context the moderator

ls important for it allows for tha oredlction of unpredictability.
Moderator effects
It appears to tie t�e consens�s that a moderating effect
usually will not bi:detepted if samgle size ls not sufficiently large.

Thorndike (1963) asserted that there is

no way of determining how large

&

order to obtain rellable effects.

ss□ple should be in
�e did point out

that sample size should be considerably gre�ter than that required to establish a linear relatlouship.

Using Thorndike's

illustration, .if the relationshl) bet;:reen tl1e criter5..on an�
;;:,. :Jredi.ctor takes form A for: C:C:rtain values of
{ 'I \

\ :.:.,....,/

2.

:::oc.erator

__ a' for2 B for other values off, then the t-:;aaple size

•C> \1

.......,

��3� be cufficiently larze to verify the forLl .� ralatl.ons:1::.'.) for

one

set

of v2.lue;_; a:1d. tc

verify

latlons�:) for another set o1 values.

the

for:;1 .2 re-

Furthermore tie sample

sl2e siould be large enou3h to permit u dater2inati�2 ot
c�t-off scores on the �oderat�r below or above �hlci :sliable relat ionsl1i ps bet.ree::.1 ·c, i1e dependent e.. 1id lnde y.;��dent
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vsriribles occur-.
Assu�ing th�t a study has bean adequately designed and
the sample size sufficiently large, �a next turn to a
cons iderG.t ion of the techr1iQ us s ::::�:::.:?. test statistics used.

set

of data.

general to-moderated regressl�n desiins will be consldared
herein.

Tests which are s9ecific to certain designs will

be considered in the section concarning CTOderator iavolopraent.

predictor and /or criterion scores nay reveal moderating
effects. (Banas &

Differoaces in 3D, ii'

reliable, actually"fndlc�te varyl�g predictability.

Those

groups showing the greatest variati.on in scores -would be
the least predictable (rec2ll Jerdle 1 s results).
A second indication that �oderator 6ffects exist may
be found when a se t of data is cast in the form of a scatter
diagrau.
l:.:: ::.ay
�2�

Klpuis (1962) found tb:.t ii: a moderator is 0;1eratlve

8 ,�o:i

up as a lack of li!ler1..rity bet-:·reen the predictor

cr�terion variables.

This of course is just another

lray of sayinG th�t aoderators, if 0ffective, correlate
wlth the correlation between the ��2dictor and crltorlon
thus producing a curvilinear relstionship (Gulan, 1967).
?or a socrewhat more complex technique, see Rimland's (1960)
�iscussion of multidi�8nslonal scatterDlotting.

,.

If the weight of a cross-product t□rm in a moderated
regressloi aquatlou signlfica�tly departs from zero,

2"1-

evidence for interaction and thus moderating effects exlst
(Lee, 1961).
:.::,e-0.loc;ous.

Roe~

(1965)

has

maintained

He polntcd. out tr�-�t '.. :::·

11

that

the

moderated

t'.1e function relatin0

J:�dlctors to a critorlon ls �on�dditive, thon lnteractlons
exist in the data. 11
"\JO lV'"
�
1...,,,_,

-jv· ·10, -

71
Ll.

The lnt0::·acti:m ::.'eferred to h8rcin in-

0,-.1.''' Q1 ru' .L' +vi" ,re-, ......,

�

moderator v2.:::.:-la.. 0les.

·r>.-:::,: ,·:· .,. " .,

•'1· -�· :, • •.,

,;...vJ..-.-•• V--•.J ...

-..1�.:....:...�1

>" +,.r,,,,en
v-...,u��-

...,.

"'d . C J.. or •:, 1·1d

Y)
1''
.... -1,,..,

.L•

l,

'-'-

Ooncer·nin.g the sir.1ilar�Lty of the

moderated regression and analysis of variance models,
Harks

(1961~) has maintained

11

·>,:.at

2v0:cy sL::;~1Lt'ic::::.nt inter-

action term in an AHOVA is a ..... i'htg ,;.raved by

3.

moderator

in a plea for attention. 11
Saunders (1956) presented the following modified
t test .for assessing tr1e differ·e:ice between coderatad
• <

multiple R (H.,;.,) and linear multi}-:Jlo � (R1) h:::.v::..ng n - 3
(deGrees
of freedom equal to£ 2inus the
degrees of freedom
number of independent varL:::..':)l3s

" ·n

"f '· ·1�n·u--P ·('
the -�
1

;:.:.
;) ) •

t
2
( '1· - i.i.
;::, 1),

Jinally 3�en and Klrkpatrlck (1967) presented � dlsc�ssi□n of a technique for detar�ining if increases in pref:..ctlve Vc:�lidlty are due to :::.od::;ratl)rs or to suJpr·3�:sors.
'f heir technique s .i.mply lnvol ve: ci i.:�ddln6 a moder;J.. tor to a
prediction equation as a prodlctor.

If significant in-

creases in R.1 resulted, it ,•rc.s assu:D.ed tnat the vari:,ble
'l'' ' -- -'-�nr• ""S
T.1..
_·,,e�u.ltea'
o.·:11y. -�
►. C:::
�.:;, r •
- ·" ' iY\cr,�;:;qes
_a - -��
�
,c..;:, .:.:.c v.i..J.<.'.> c..
0, �
;:, uo'o
-� rec,c-.o
ri
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a result of using the variable in an interaction term,
then it was adjudged to be acting as a moderator.

This

test is meaningful only if moderators are used which correlate
low with the dependent variable.
Develomnent tech·t1ioues
One question o:f crucial importance i·rhich has largely

been neglected concerns. whetcier lTto:Ce:cators are developed
or discovered.

Many investlgators imply that moderators

can be invented for use with �lmost any data.

To date only

one investigator, Guion ( 1967) , ha:s �ddressed hiraself to

the question.

He maintained that �oderators are to be

found only where they exist and in whatever manner they
operate.

He further stated th::.1-t moderators cannot "be

invented to fit an ·hives.tiga tors methodological preference • 11
It would appear tr1at the controversy has arisen pri
marily due to the fact that moderators and moderator
effects have been considered one in the �ame thing.

Mod

erator variables are developed or invented in order to allow
for the detection of moderator effects if they exist.

Keeping

this in mind,· our attention now turns to a detailed consid

eration of the six major techniques for developing moderators.
Absolute-difference Techninue
The develop!nent of thls �ecti;.1iquc was presented in a
series of articles bJ Ghiselll (1956; 1960a; 1960b; 1963).
For the case involving one predictor, refer to Ghiselli
(1956).

The technique for the case involving two pre- �

dieters follows in outline form.
1.

For subjects in an experimental group convert their
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predictor and criterion scores to standard scores, �
respectively •
2.

.b1or each subject corn put;.;

-.

- �c and � 2
9
respectively.

and call these differences d, an(. d 0
signs are disregarded.

3.
ence D.

For each subject find

-'-

12

Retain algebraic signs.

-

i1

P

and �

c

Alg�braic

and call this differ-

A positive D indicates

that test 1 is a better predioto� t�an test 2.

A negative

D indicates that test 2 is a better predictor than test 1.
4.

Select or develop through item analysis a test

which correlates highly with D anA call this test a differ
ential predictability test.(mode�ator scale).

Determine

the cut-off score above which ona tGst is to be used and
below wh1ch the ot�et is to b3 ussd.

5.

For those subjects in a cross-validation group

scoring high on the moderator sec.le, use their scores on
test 1.

For those scoring low, use their scores on test

2.
6.

Coopute

£ using those test scores selected by the

fore�oin3 procedure.

Thus in computing� standard scores

on test 1 are used for some subjects while scores on test
2 are used for the others.
Gh:i.selli did not use moderators in multiple re.;ression
ec1u2.tLons.

He used them to .i.den"vify those grou9s for which.

one of two tests was the best predictor.

In his computation

o.f £ the different scores (E-u1 :;;.�1d &0. 2) i-rere equally

w�ighted.

Hls technique however ls well suited for use

.11th a moderated regression equation.

Such an equatlon
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would take the form of eo_uatlon

[3]

two predictors and one moderator.

for the case lnvolving
�hether one adheres to

the Ghiselli procedure or usos a moderated prediction eQuation,
the obtained results should be.the same.
In discussing the effectlve2ess of moderators developed
by this procedure, Ghiselli points� out that as the mod
erator cui-off score is incr�ascQ the validity coefficient
should first increase and then G�crease as depicted in
Figure

3·.

If t�e cut-off is set very low or very·high

then scores on one of the t,ro tests are used for the
entire group.

mrl1e• o,.,,t·
.t'

1

�
..i...-,,,·.
� .. 1.,1.l.,.

c,, ..... _�·.:- 0 �,..,ore is th"'C:- ..,__ score on
1,.,:.l.,

V-..L..•

0

1,...J V

V

the moderator above which test 1 is the best predictor
and below which te�t 2 ls the batter of the two predictors.
This technique, develo:9ed by 132.nas (1964), is var·y
similar to the Ghiselli technique.

As the name implies,

this procedure takes into accou�t the algebraic difference
between �p and �c·

Banas' procedure not only results in the

identiflcatlon of predictable and unpredictable suj3roups,
it further allows for the identification of overpredlcted
and underpredicted subgroups.

Tr-wse subjects havili.S high

predlctor scores but low crl"cerlon scores (,�:p - �c
are said to be overpredicted.

= +d)

Conversely those havl�g

low predictor scores and high criterion scores are said to
be under:predicted (�p - f.c = -.Q). Tl1us as Hobert and
Dunnette (1967) pointed out, the Banas approach is su_;f'erior
to the Ghiselli �pproach occause it results ln more ho�ogeneous subgroups.

Ghlselli's procedure allows for the
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1.00

Predictive
validity

.oo
Low

High

Moderator cut-off scores

FIG. 3.

The curvilinear relationship between pre

dictive validity and cut-off scores on a differential
predictability moderator.
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identification of predictable and unpredictable subgroups.
Banas' approach allows for the subgrouping of the unpre
dictable subgroup into over- and underpredicted subgroups�
While Ghiselli 1 s procedure results in the development of
one ·moderator, Banas' results in the development of two.
One ·moderator is ·developed to discriminate between the pre
dictable and underpredicted subgroups while the second is ..
used to discriminate between the overpredicted and predictable
subgroups.
Quadrant Analysis
Quadrant analysis is suppose'dly superior to other··
techniques because it results in more homogeneous subgi..oupsJ · (Hob.ert & Dunnette, 1967).

The technique proceeds

by dividing a group ·of .individuals into· four subgroups

on the basis of standard predictor and criterion scores.
The subgrouping _is performed by dividing a scatter diagram
into four sections by erecting lines perpendicular to the

!

and

I

axes at the point represented by the median score

on each variable.

Figure 4 demonst-rates what the scatter

diagram should look like after subgrouping.
Through item analysis.two moderators are developed.
One is used to discriminate jetween the low hit and under
predicted subgroups while the other 1s used to discriminate
between the high hit and overpredicted subgroups.

The mod

erators are usually developed so that a high score on the
moderator used with the low predictor groups represent-s
underprediction.

For the high pr�dictor groups a hi3h

moderator score should be keyed to represent overprediction.
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Criterion
scores

Underpredicted

High Hits

mdn.

Overpredicted

Low Hits

mdn.'
Predictor scores
FIG. 4._ Subgroups resulting from the Quadrant Analysis
developmental technique.
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. , ·Hober.t and Dunnett e pointed out

t hat

since

t he

moderat ors

are developed for groups having common predictor scores but
different criterion scores, scores on

t he

moderators

should correlate wit h the criterion scores.

Thus if the

moderator 1s effec t ive for low predictor groups it should
show a positive correlation with

t he

criterion.

If the

second moderator is effective it should show a negative
correlat ion wi t h

t he

criterion.

The moderators increase in

effectiveness as

t he

aforementioned correlations increase.

Deviat e Technique
· Int roduced by Niedt and Halley (1954) and England (1960),
this

t echnique

involves correlating item responses with the

difference between·actual and predicted criterion scores.
Through it em analys�is a. scale is developed which correlates
with residual error, i.e., Y scale are re.lated to

t he

x_•�

Thus the scores on such a

error of prediction.

To

t he

extent

that the scale holds up upon cross-validation it may be used
to predict the error of predic tion for different subgroups.
Following
added

to

t he

usual procedure, scores on the scale would be

a prediction equation. as a moderator.

Like the

absolute-difference technique, this approach results in
two subgroups.

.. .

The unpredictable subgroup is composed of

those individuals having high Y having low

I - J.. 1

scores make up

!' scores while those
t he

predict able subgroup.

Intraindividua1·variabilitl
Developed by Berdie (1961), the technique proceedg as
follows:
1 ·�. Compute for each individual a variance index based
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on differencis between subscale scores on a test and the
mean or total score on the same test.

For a test having

ten subscales, the variance index would be of the fo�m

1!
1=1

2.

= ( ( X1 - X) 2

[7]

n

On the basis of the variance index divide the

subjects into high and low variance.subgroups.

Since the

low variance subgroup is more consistent in responding, the

.

error of measurement and thus the error of prediction should
be smaller for this group·than for the high variance subgroup.
3.

Originally Be;rdie used tl1e above procedure only as

..

a means.to identify predictable and unpredictable groups of
individuals.

The design readily lends itself to moderator

development.

It would be quite simple to design· a moderator

scale to correlate with the variance index.

Unlike the

aforementioned technique which resulted in a moderator
correlating with the·error of prediction� the present p�o
cedure results in a scale which correlates with the error of
measurement.

As in the absolute-difference technique and the

deviate technique, the present approach only permits the
identification of two subgroups.
-Response Inconsistency
This techp.ique has been used in the past to_ develop
validity or verification scales for such tests as the SVIB
(Filbeck & Call•is, 1961), the· MI•1PI (Ca!npbell & Trockman, 1963),
and the Kuder Personal Preference Record (Kuder, 1960).
Briefly the technique involves item analysis of test responses
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to develop a scale comprised of those items rarely answered
in a certain fashion by most individuals.

The inclusion

of scores from such a scale in a moderated prediction
equation would serve to moderat_e the predictor-criterion
relationship.
A Modified Approach
Kogan- and ivallach (1964) introduced a new approach which
does not actually qualify as a separate ·technique.

In

addition to considering subgroups identified by one of two
moderators, they studied gains in predictive validity for
subgroups identified by moderator pairs.

They divided their

total group into two subgroups on the basis of high and low
scores on two moderators.

Then subgroups high on one mod

erator and low on"=tne other, high on both, low on both,
and so on were studied.

The procedure has the marked dis

advantage that a very large number of subj"ects is required
to effectively assess any moderating effects that may exist.
The section to follow presents a review of the studies
which have used moderator designs. � The review is orian,ized
according to the dependent variables used.

The studies have

in general reported differential validities for different
subgroups identified by relevant moderators.

Only limited

use has been made of moderator scales in moderated regression
equations.
Literature search
Grade Point Average (GPAl

..

Hoyt and :Norman (195.4) hypothesized that the correlation
between freshman grades in college and aptitude test scores
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would be moderated by adjustment as assessed by the MMPI.
It was found that the correlation between the dependent
and independent variables was significantly higher for a
normal subgroup as compared to a maladjusted subgroup (p< .05).
�ha investigator made the observation that maladjustment
affected college achievement by producing over- and underachievement.

In passing Thorndike (1963} has stated that

underachievement and overachievement are synonymous to under
and overprediction respectively.

Hoyt arid Norman pointed

out that maladjustment may have affected achievement to the
extent that "one student may defensively overcompensate for
felt deficiencies through intensive concentration on his
studies ••• ". while �nether "may dwell on his felt problems
at such length thrit·· he. pays no attention to his studies •••• 11
Thus on the basis of the variables used, academic achievement
was more predictable for adjusted students than for malad
justed students.
In three studies (Frederiksen & Gilbert, 1960; Frederiksen
. . . ... .

... .

& Melville, 1954; and Saunders, 1956) it was shown that
compulsiveness moderated the relationship between interest
test scores and engineering school grades.

In all three

studies the Accountant scale o.f the SVIB was used as a
measure of com.9ulsiveness.

It was found that low compul

sive subjects were more predictable on the basis of their
interest scores.

Frederiksen and Gilbert found that their

results only held up for those keys on the� which�we.re
most logically related to engineering--Mathematician,
Physicist, Engineer, and Chemist scales.

This of course
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reiterates the important point made by Guion (1967) concerning
the discovery of moderator effects.

Frederiksen and

Gilbert further pointed out that such results are un
derstandable because it would be expected .that

11

compulsive

students would tend to expend an amount of effort which is
unrelated to interest in engineering while noncompulsive
students would expend effort in relation to degree of

,,

interest.

It has been found that anxiety moderates the relation
between aptitude test scores and academic·achievement.

Grooms

and Endler (1960) found the correlation between aptitude tests
and GPA for a group of male college students to be .30.
When the total group was subgrouped on the basis of an
anxiety measure, it 1-ras found that the aforementioned correlation for a high anxiety subgroup was .63.

Coefficients

of .13 and .19 �ere found for the medium and low anxiety
groups respectively.

The writers called their measure of

anxiety af modifier variable.instead of a moderator variable.
The distinction was mae1e because anxiety as .used in the
study was considered to be a trichotomized variable.

Not

unlike other studies using moderators which are defined as
continuous variables, Grooms and Endler's measure may be
assumed to have had underlying continuity.
Malnig (1959) subdivided a sample of college freshmen
into high anxiety (HA), middle anxiety (f:1&), and low
anxiety (LA) subgroups on the basis of scores on the TMAS.
Unlike Grooms and Endler, he found that� individuals
were significantly less predictable than those individuals
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in the �.subgroup.

Such contradictory results could pro

bably be linked to procedura� differences, but more than
likely they are a result of moderator specificity.
Many researchers have stated emphatically that a.mod
erator variable is an independent continuous variable.
However several studies (Abelson, 1952; Ewen & Kirlcpatriclc;
1967) have investigated the moderating effects of demographic
variables which cannot be assumed to have underlying con
tinuity.

Abelson found that the prediction of college grades

from high school grade ave:r;age was more accurate for girls
than for boys.

Ewen and Kirkpatrick investigated the poss

ibility of improving the prediction of success in nursing
school by using race and cultural deprivation as moderators.
Cultural deprivat�on w�s not found to serve as an effective
moderator.

The use of race, however, led·:to a significant

improvement in validity except when success in pediatric
nursing was being studied.

Specifically white students

were found to be more predictable than Negro students.
Hewer (1967) divided a group of 4,283 college freshmen
into nine subgroups on the basis of socio-economic status.
She investigated the efficiency of predicting college grades
from, verbal and quantitative aptitude test scores for the
:·

different subgroups.
obtained.

No significant moderator. effects were

In no case was one group significantly over- or

underpredicted ·when compared to the other subgroups.
In the next set of articles to be discussed, the�sub
srouping procedure has been based on some measure of
ability or aptitude.

Kipnis (1962) designed a study to
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evaluate the efficacy of the Hand Skills Test ( a device
which measures

11

persistence beyond minimum standards on a

tiring task0 ) in predicting school grades and job performance
evaluations.

He divided each of four groups of llavy

per

sonnel (three enlisted man groups and one group of officer
candidates) into high and low aptitude subgr·oups on the
basis.of their scores on measures of verbal aptitude, math
aptitude, and mechanical aptitude.

. .

.

. ..

Kipnis found that

aptitude did moderate the relation between the Hand Skills
Test (li§!) and the criterion measure.

Specifically he

found that the .[§1 predicted school grades and job per
formance significantly better for low aptitude subgroups.
Re also found that· for the high aptitude subgroups the
validities in eacH case were not significantly different
from zero.
Goodstein and Heilbrun (1962_) reported finding evidence
for differential validities for the prediction of college
achievement from the� at three levels of intellectual
ability.

It was found that for the most part personality

factors were important in determining-achievement for the
average ability student.

The success of high and low ability

subgroups ·was found to be determined more by intellectual
factors.

Hakel (1966) followed Goodstein and Heilbrun's

procedure using different subjects and �ound results which
showed very little agreement with their results.

Hakel

maintained that results such as those obtained in the•afore
mentioned study have very little generality.

This of course

re-emphasizes the general finding that moderator effects are
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highly specific.

Hakel, like Dunnette (1963), stressed the

need for cross-validation studies plus a careful study of
the generality of results for correlational designs using
moderators.

In �act, one of the major problems in research

using moderator designs has been the lack of cross-validation
studies.
B.owers (1967) compared the predictive validity ob
tained using an additive regress:Lon model with that ob
tained using moderated regression model.

He used ��gh

.

0

school percentile ran.� and an !_Q! composite score to predict
first term GPA for a group of coilege freshmen employing
an additive regression equation.

For the moderator design,

he subgrouped his subjects on the basis of

!Q1

score levels.

He found that the ·moder,ated equation permitted significantly
better prediction than did the additive equation.
The studies_ discussed thus far have employed moderators
which were selected on the basis that they were logically
related to the predictor-criterion relationship.

This

approach has been called by Banas (�964) the rational approach
to moderator development.

It will be recalled that moderators

may be selected, or more correctly, develope�.

Such·mod

erators are developed by item analysis. techniques.

Banas

has called this the empirical approac� to moderator develop
ment.
In a study employing the deviate technique, Niedt and
Malloy

(1954) found that the use of two moderator lte;rs re

sulted in a significant improvement in predictive effect
iveness.

The moderator keys were developed by correlating
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item responses with the unexplained variation between first
semester average course mal'!ks and scores on the ACE-FORM: L
(lingu+stics) test and an English test.

When applied to a

cross-validation group, the addition of scores from the
moderator keys lead to significantly better prediction of
GPA as compared to using only scores on the two predictors.
Rock (1965)· item analyzed items .from .a. life history
questionnaire to develop a predictability test (moderator
scale) which would discriminate between predictable and un
predictable subgroups.

Responses to the SVIB, the Purdue

Math Placement Test, and the Purdue English Placement Test
were scored for a group of freshmen engineering students�·
It· was found that r·esponses to the biographical predict
ability test permiuted petter than chance discriminations of
predictable and unpredictable subgroups when considering a
dichotomous criterion of survival in an engineering program.
The findings suggested a curvllinear relationship between
scores on the moderator and the predictor-criterion re
lationship.

It will be recalled that the presence of such

a curvilinear relationship is taken as evidence that a mod-·
erator developed by the absolute-difference technique 1s
effective.
In a study using the absolute-difference techniqu�,
Richardson (1965) failed to find the expected results.

In

the first two of three studies, he attempted to predict
GPA from scores on the

!Q!

and the

.Qll..

The predicta�111ty

test or moderator was developed from items contained in the
CPI.

The third study involved the prediction of GPA from
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scores on the� and the� with the moderator being
developed from items contained in the�studies resulted in negative results.

All three

Richardson reported

that on the basis of his data it was impossible to develop
He

an effective m·oderator which could be cross-validated.
accounted for his results in terms of the nature of his
criterion-measure pointing out that it is �ifficult to
predict a multidimensional variable like GPA using only
two predictors.
A frequently occurring source of error, apparently

operative in Richardson's study and the other studies men
tioned thus far, has been discussed by Chansky (1964).

He

maintained that grades do not meet the assu:n.ption of nor�
mality and thus cannot.be assumed to be inte
. rval level
measurement.

He suggested that in the future GPA be treated

as ordinal level measurement with correlations being of the
rank type.

Such a modification is easily made.

The mod

erated regression model lends itself quite well to ·use
Moderated point bi.,
serial designs have frequently occurred.in the literature.

with dichotomous criterion measures.
Job Proficiency and Production

Lawler (1966) conducted an investigation in which he
studied managerial ability as a moderator of the prediction
of job performance from contingency attitudes.

Contingency

attitudes were 'measured by a questionnaire on which a group
of managers expressed the degree to.which they felt t�at
their pay was contingent upon their job performance.

Job

performance and managerial ability measures were obtained
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from supervisor ratings and self-ratings.

The· s"iibjects w��e

subgrouped into those who indicated that pay was highly
contingent on performance and those who indicated that pay
was only slightly contingent o� performance.

These groups

were then divided into subgroups judged to be either high or
low in managerial ability.
would be

rro

It was hypothesized that there

significant difference between the.high and low

contingency groups for the low ability managers but
that there would be a significant difference therein for the
high ability managers.

The expected results were obtained.

In other words, ability moderated the.relation between con
tingency attitudes (assumed to be a measure of motivation)
and performance.

The results seemed to indicate, as Lawler

pointed out, that·i)erfqrmance = f(Ability x Motivation}.
Banas and Nash (1966) found evidence for a moderating
effect in their_study of differential val�dity for groups
of handicapped and non-handicapped individuals.

It was

shown that the prediction of job performance using the
Clerical (S,}, Manual Dexterity (fi) ,� Spatial (.§.), and
Intelligence (Q.)scales of the � was significantly
better for the non-handicapped individuals.

Consistently

lower validities were obtained for the handicapped group.
In a study.involving taxicab drivers, Ghiselli (1956)
· sought to predict job proficiency (production during the
first 12 weeks

on

the job} from scores on a tapping and

dotting test and two inventories which assessed approp'l'-iate
ness of occupational level and interests in jobs involving
personal relationships.

He computed the difference in
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standard scores on the criterion and the tapping-dotting
test for all the subjects in an experimental group.

Then

the correlations between these differenc.e scores and the
two inventories were determined.

It was found that the

difference scores correlated moderately with the occupa
tional level inventory and low with the personal relation
ships scale.

Therefore it was hypothesized that those

scoring low on the occupational level scale would obtain
low difference scores, i.e., relatively higher corre�ations
between the criterion and the tapping-dotting test.

In a

cross-validation group, it was found that for the one third
of the subjects scoring lowest on the moderator;· the validity
coefficient was .664; for the two thirds scoring lowest on
the moderator it.was· .323; and for the entire group it was
.220.
Dawis, Weiss, Lofquist, and Betz (1967) investigated
_the prediction of satisfactoriness from ability test scores
using satisfaction as a moderator. for a group of fac�ory
_
workers. Satisfactoriness was a measure of average pro
ductivity and supervisor evaluations.

Employee satisfaction

was assessed by a 20 _scale test designed to measure sat
isfaction on 20 different dimensions.

A battery of tests

was used to assess verbal comprehension, numerical ability,
visual pursuit, visu�l speed and accuracy, numerical
reasoning, verbal reasoning, and manual speed and accuracy.
The data were analyzed for each sex group.

Within eac� sex

group the subjects were subdivided into three subgroups;
high satisfaction (HS), medium satisfaction (M§.), and low
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satisfaction (1!.§.).

The validity coefficients for the li.§.

subgroups were .63 and .69.

For the b.§. and !i§. subgroups,.

the coefficients ranged from .34 to .52.

Therefore the

results supported the hypothesis that satisfaction moderates
the prediction of satisfactoriness from ability test scores.
It must be pointed out, however, that Dawis 1 et. al. results
are of limited value in that no cross-validation analysis
was performed.
Using age, organizational tenure, salary posit;on,
education, group size, and level of the group in the or
ganizational hierarchy as moderators, Friedlander (1967)
investigated change in work groups due to laboratory
training.

It was found that groups in which there was

heterogeniety of e-a.uca'l;;ional background, in which the
leader was older or had attained a higher education made
significant gairi.s due to training when compared to eight
groups not receiving training.

It was ·also .found that

grou-ps high in salary position and heterogeneous with
respect to tenure also benefited significantly from
training. 1
Hobert and.Dunnette (1967) used item analysis to
develop two moderators which discriminated between over
and underpredicted managers against a criterion of man
agerial effectiveness.

The moderators were developed using

1permission for citation granted by Dr. Frank Friedxander
via personal communication�.
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the aforementioned quadrant analysis technique.

The in

vestigators reported that the underpredicted individuals
were characterized as having emotional stability in inter
personal relationships, self-confidence, dominance, and
aggression.

The overpredicted individuals were characterized

as lacking these qualities.
Personalit;z
:
Self-esteem has been found to moderate the prediction of
vocational choice from a measure of self ·perc�ived-�billties
(Korman, 1967).

It. was shown that high self-esteem persons

saw themselves as able to meet the ability requirements of
their chose.1 occupations while low self-esteem individuals
tended to seek out those occupations not rea_uiring their
high abilities.

Afs.o the low self-esteem individual was

reported as more likely to accept situations in which he·felt
inadequate.
In the last study to be discussed herein, Steineman

(1964) found that informativeness among 13,448 Navy en
listed men moderated the prediction of career decisions
from a oiographical information blank.

The study was

based on the assumption that the career intention question
naire would be more valid for better informed recruits.
The total sample was subdivided into high, middle, and low
subgrouns on the basis of scores on the Naval Knowledge
Test(�)�

It was found that validity coefficients were

higher for subgroups scoring high on the� than forJthe
total group.
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Problem
Hobert and Dunnette (1967) maintained that compared to
the Absolute-difference and Algebraic-difference techniques
Quadrant Analysis. should permit the development of more
effective moderators.

They pointed out that those techniques

resulting in more homogeneous subgroups should result in the
development-of more effective moderators, i.e., moderators
which more effectively enhance prediction or which result in
.

.

higher multiple ;g_•_s.· 'Accordingly, the use of modera�ors ·
developed by the Algebraic-difference technique should
result in a greater reduction of error (residual) when com
pared t·o using moderators developed by the Absolute-difference
technique.

Hobert·and Dunnette presented no empirical

evidence to support:thelr claims.
The present study is an empirical investigation of the
three techniques .and their ability to improve the strength
of relationships in correlational designs.

Hopefully the

study will shed some light on the mechanics involved in
moderator variables and the moderator effects to which they
are sensitive.

Since the .investigation is strictly empirical,

no hypotheses concerning between technique�· differences are
tested.
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Chapter II

METHOD
Subjects.

In the present research, 333 white males

served as subjects.

The §_s were members of a class of

352 freshmen at a small four year institution during the
first semester of the school year extending from September
1966 to January 1967.

Nineteen §.s were excluded from

the sample because complete data on the variables to be
used were lacking for them.
Criterion.

The criterion measure used was first se

mester grade point average (GPA). ' The GP.A. index is deter
mined by computing the ratio of quality credits to academic
hours attempted.
No assessment '6.f th.e reliability of the dependent
variable was made for two reasons.

Any attempt to determine

criterion reliability for the specified sample_would have
necessitated the computation of the intercorrelations
between six-week GP.A. indices and the overall semester GPA
index.

Since GPA is determined cumulatively from each six

week period to the next, reliability coefficients would be
€Xpected to be spuriously high.

A second alternative would

have been to correlate ·first semester GPA with second semester
GP.A..

Reliability coefficients computed .in this manner would

probably have been spuriously low due to range restriction
in the sample.
Predictor.

Verbal Scale scores of the College Entfance

Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude� (SAT) were used
as the independent variable.

The verbal scale of the SAT
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includes antonyms, sentence completion, analogies, and
reading comprehension items.
Zimmerman (1965) reported that validity coefficients
for the verbal scale ranging from •• 16 to .61 with a median
of .35 have been obtained for predicting academic achievement
of male liberal arts students.

Bowers (1965) reported that

test-retest- reliabilities for 14 SAT forms administered
between 1959 and 1962 consistently approached .90.

Bowers

further pointed out that the verbal scale has·been found to
predict fresh.man GPA in liberal arts colleges better than
the math scale.
Only one independent variable was used, the reason being
that the introduction of additional predictors would have made
the experimental d��ign,unnecessarily cuni.bersome.
Moderator noel.

The items used in the development of

the moderator scales were contained in a biographical data
blank composed of 45 items and a 72 item adjective check
list�

The 45 items deal with such topics as self-satisfaction,

health information, secondary education, leadership experiences,
motivation, parental education, and relationship with parents.
The form was administered to the sample early in the
first semester of the school year.

S was instructed to

circle the letter corresponding to one-· of four alternatives
following each item considered to be most descriptive of
him.

Information on the adjective check list was not used.

The 45 items used have beeµ reproduced in Appendix A. •
Procedure.

·The total sample (B,=333) was randomly

divided into an developmental.group (n=l67) and a cross-
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validation group ( :1;=166).

The placement was accomplished

by selecting every other name from an alphabetized list of
the 2s' last names.

The moderator scales were developed

on the developmental group and then applied to the cross
validation group.
For the developmental group the correiation (�) between
GPA and the verbal scale scores was computed.

In prepar

ation for the subgrouping procedures to be used, each
2 1 s score on the verbal scale and his GPA index was con
verted to &- scores.
All itern analyses were condu'cted using the

Xi test for

two independent samples (t<=.3Q.Jf=I-). All tests of differences
.

.

';J

were conducted at the .05 confidence level. · Correlation
coefficients, whet"iie·r �' multiple linear

<111),

or moderated

multiple (!kn), were computed with the ai� _of__ ��-e IBM 1620 ·
· Single and Multiple Linear Regression 11.nalysis Program.
The program is described in detail in Appendix 0 .•
. As a means of simplifying the presentation of the
procedure, the .developmental steps for each of the three
techniques is discussed separately.
Absolute-difference Technique
For each 2 the absolute difference between the GPA
index (�c) and the verbal score (&p ) was computed.

g_ scores
median .f!. score

The

resul�ing

were arranged in ascending order and

the

computed.

on the basis of �he� scores.

Two subgroups ·were formed
The unpredictable subgrpup.

(a::83) was composed of those.having� scores above the
median.

The predictable subgroup (a=84) was .composed of thos·e

S� having d scores below the median.

,. "

"f,'..,it

The biographical data blan..� was item analyzed for
the two subgroups.

The resulting moderator key was scored

so that a high score represented unpr·edictability.

A dis-

. criro.inating item was scored +1 for Ss in the unpr·eaictable
subgroup and -1 for �s in the predictable subgroup.

Fol-·

lowing Ghiselli ,· s (1956) suggestion, the correlation between
the modera-cor scores and the Q. scores was computed.

This

coefficient offered some indication of the effectiveness of
the moderator scale.
!ii between the dependent variable and the verbal and
moderator scores was computed.

In

this instance, the

moderator scores were treated as a second independent
variable.

Employing the appropriate! test, the difference

bet�een Rand R1 was·asaessed to determine if the addition
of the moderator as a predictor variable resulted in a
significant increase of �l over�As a first step in the computation of

Em,

the cross

product terms obtained by multiplying the moderator scale
scores by the verbal scale scores were com:puted for. each

�- Em_

was then computed by introducing the cross-product

values as a third independent variable.
! test, the difference between R1 and

!kn

Using the appropriate
was assessed to

determine if the moderator was operating as a moderator or
as

a suppressor.·
Al7,ebraic-difference Technioue
The predictaple and unpredictable subgroups obtained

by the absolute-difference approach ·were used for the
present technique.

The-unpredictable subgroup was
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divided into two additional groups.

The overpredicted

subgroup (�=39) was composed of those Ss having +d scores.
The underpredicted subgroup (_g=44) was composed of those .§.s

-i

having

scores.

The items in the biographical data blank were item
analyzed against the overpredicted and predictable subgroups.

.

-

The resulting moderator scale (M 0 P) was scored by assigning
a +1 to a discriminating item for overpredicted Ss and by
. assigning a -1 to the same item for Ss.in the predictable
subgroup.

.A.· second item analysis was conducted fo·r the

underpredicted and predictable subgroups.

Again the mod

erator (Mup) was keyed so that a high score represented
unpredictability (underpre�iction) and a low score represented
.
predictability.
The effectiveness of the moderators was assessed
by determining their correlation with the
effective, M 0

P

i

scores.

If

should correlate :positive·ly with the +d

scores.· tlup, if effective, should correlate negatively with
the

•i

scores.

R1 between the dependent variable and the moderator
and verbal scores was computed twice, once for each moderator.

Employing.! tests, the difference between�

and �l for each·moderator was assessed. This test per
mitted a determination of the ability of the moderators to
operate as �;edictors.

!kn

was com:puted by including the modera. tor-verbal-:.

cross-product term as a third independent variable.
was computed twice, once for each moderator.

�
Employing
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f

tests, the difference between

fu

£kn

and

for each

mod

erator was examined to determine if the moderators were
operating as suppressor variables.
Finally, the overall moderated multiple� (�\i ) employing
and Ivlu ) and all cross-product terms
p
P
'.!:he cross-product term between the two

both moderators (H 0
was computed.

moderators-was not introduced for reasons of maintaining
simplicity of design and interpretation.

Using the proper

E, test, the difference between lir-I and the Rm for each mod
erator was assessed. The difference between between the two
!kn_ 1 s was also tested.
Quadrant Analysis·
The median� scores for the GPA indices and for the
verbal scores wer:e computed.

This technique resulted in:'.

the development of two moderators based on four subgroups.
The underpredicted subgroup was composed of those Ss
having criterion scores above the median and predictor
scores below the median.

The low hit subgroµp was composed

of those Ss having both scores below the median.

The high

predictor subgroups (high hit and overprediction) were
determined in the same fashion relative to median z scores.
Two item analyses of the items in cluded in the bio
graphical data blank were performed.

The first was

performed for the underpredicted and low hit subgroups.

The

resulting moderator scale (Mup) items were keyed +l for
underpredicted Ss and -1 for low hit Ss.

The second 11:tem

analysis was performed for the overpredicted and high
hit subgroups.

Discriminating items for the resulting mod-
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erator scale (M 0p ) were scored +1 for overpredicted .§_s
and -1 for high· hit Ss.

Following the procedure recom

mended by Hobert and Dunnette (1967), the correlation
between the moderator scores and the dependent variable was
computed to assess the effectiveness of the moderator
scales.
The procedure for the computation of R , B:m, and��
1
was identical to the procedure used with the algebraic-diff ... _':r:r;c:1
erence approach.
between!:,,

The procedure for assessing differences

g,1, !lm,,

and RM was also identical to the procedure
used for the alDebraic-difference' approach. Again, for �
1
the cross-product term bet1·rnen the two moderators was not
used.
·: · C.Cr.oss-validation
The I!l.Oderator scales (keys) deve"ioped on th� developmental
group were applied to the cross-validation group.

B:m_ was

computed using scores obtained with the· absolute-difference moderator key •. Actual GPA served as the dependent
variable.

Rm was computed in the same manner employing the

algebraic-difference aud quadrant analysis keys.

Using

the keys developed by the latter two techniques,� was
computed twice, once for each moderator.

Et1 was computed
using the keys developed by the algebraic-difference and
quadrant analysis approaches.
Using the appropriate

E.

tests, between technique com

parisons were ma.de between the � 1 s and between the

�-1 s

as an attempt to determine which of the three subgrouping
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procedures resulted in the development of the most effective
moderators.

� was compared for all three techniques.

was compared for the latter two techniques.
within technique comparisons were also made •

Appropriate
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Chapter III
RESULTS
Deve1opmental Sample
Mean GPA for the group was 2.2825, s = .7022.
mean verbal scale score was 495.72, s = 80.24.

The

The

correlation(£) between the GPA indices and the verbal
scores was- .1oc (p'7.05).
Table 2 presents the results of the item analyses.
For the Absolute-difference technique, the item analysis
resulted in 10 items which comprised the absolute-differ
ence moderator scale(Mab)•

The second two analyses for

the Algebraic-difference technique(ALGD.) yielded a
total of 19 items.

.�

The underpredicted moderator scale

(Mu,p) was comprised of ·11 items. The overpredicted moderator scale(M 0 ) was comprised of eight items.
P
It is noteworthy that five of the items contained in
Mab also appeared in Mup (ALGD.).

The keying (+1 or -1)

was identical for the shared items.

The 11ab and M 0
P
(ALGD.) scales had four items in common. Keying for the
Mup and M 0 p_ had one item in common,
the keying being the same for both scales.

items was identical.

The item analyses for the Quadrant analysis technique
(QA.) resulted in a total of 24 items.

The underpredicted

moderator scale (Mu,p) was made up of 10 items. The re
maining 14 items comprised the M0 p scale. Seven of the
items appearing in Mu,p went into making up Mop• However
for five of the items, the keying was reversed.· Of the
24 items making up the QA scales,. a total of 10 were
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TABLE 2

Results of Item Analyses
Item
number

Ohi Square

o<.._level

Absolute-difference
1

1 .17

P<•30-

2

1.09

P<•30

3

1.87

. P<•20

8

2.44

P<•20

10

1.78

·p< .20

11

2.68

P<•20

27

1 • 11

P,ce 30

28

2.59

P<•20

34

1.35

P<•30

40

1.12

p<.30

Algebraic-difference (Mup>
2

1.93

-P<•20

3

3.73

P<•10

11

1.38

P<•30

13

1.66

p<.20

20

1.33

p<.30

21

2.10

p<.20

25

1.22

P<•3Q

27

2.93

P<• 10

28

2.74

P<•10
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TABLE 2 (Con I t)
Item
number

Chi Square

o<;. level

32

1 .. 50

P<•30

45

5.• 19

P<•05

Algebraic-difference (Mop)

8

6.75

P<•01

10

1.78

P<•20

11

1.89

P<•20

22

3.38

P<•10

33

2.33

P <•20

40

5.09

P<•05

43

3.51

P<•10

44

1.32

. p<.30

Quadrant analysis (Mup)
2

2.21

P<•lO

10

1 .41

P<•30

11

2.51

·p<.20

13

2.08

P<• 20

21

3.41

P<•10

24

2.65

P<•20

29

7.45

P<•01

32

2.64

P<•20

36

16.48

P<•or

45

1.39

P<•30
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TABLE 2 (Con't)

Item

number

o<.. level

Ohi Square

Quadrant analysis

(Mop)

9

1 • 16

P<•30

11

1.08

P<•30

13

1 .16

P<•30

19

2.96

.P<•10

21

P<�30

23

1. 18

1.81

P<•20

27

1.32

29

p<.30

1.36

P<•30

32

4.12

P<•05

35

1.49

P<•30

36

3.66

P<•10

43

2.31

P<•20

44

3.11

P<• 10

45

7.98

P<•01
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shared with Ii-Ia,b and the .A.LGD. scales. The five scales
were made up of a total of 27 different items. The five
Table 3

scales have been reproduced in Appendix lF.
....

presents t�e mean, standard deviation(�), and range of
scores for the scales.
The check on the effectiveness of Mab, as proposed
by Ghiselii(1956), resulted ·1n. an r of • 34·... The checks
M up and M 0 P (ALGD.) were -.42 and .39 respectively.
F or Mup and M 0 p ·(QA.), the checks were .43 and -.47

:for

respectively • .A.11 checks were significant beyond the .01
level.
Table 4 presents the linear and moderated multiple·

-.R s based on the moderator scale scores •. As. indicated
1

'

.

the only R's not significant beyond the .05 level were

fu.(Mab)

and R1 (M 0 p, ALGD.).

Within Technique Compariso:g.s.
Tables 5, 6, and 7 present the results of the within
technique comparisons between £,
Absolute-difference.
was not significant.

fu,

Em.,

and

fur•

The difference_ between� and �l
However .!k was significantly greater than

R1, F(1,163)=7.45; p(.01.

Algebraic-difference.

scale revealed

fu

Comparisons involving the Mup
to be significantly greater than!:,

F(1,164)=16.44; p<.01.

No significant difference was

found between R.1 and Rm• The difference between !kup
and liM was significant, :F(3,160}=3.58; p<.05; ,RM was �he
larger of the two coefficients.

Comparisons between the

coefficients based on M 0p resulted 1n the finding of no
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TABLE :,

�_Mean, Standard Deviation, and Range
o�ZModerator Scales:
Moderator scales
by techniques

Developmental �roup

Mean

SD

· Absolute-diff.

Range

• 69

· 2.91

-6--+8

· 1.53

3.32

-7--+9

M op

-.36

2.84

·-8--+8

-�p

1.59

3 •.31

-8--+10

-1�10

4.34

-12�-+12

Mab
.
Alge brai o-diff •••

.

Mup

Quadrant anal.

Mo

p
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TABLE 4

Linear Multiple (li1) and Moderated
Multiple ·(Em) Ooeffioients of Correlation Obtained
Using Three Moderator Development Techniques

· Techniques

--1

Ooeffioients of correlation

1

Absolute-di.ff.

Mai,

· .15

.25*

Algebra1o-d1ff.

.40*.it.

·:32**
._·· �24*

1\ip

Mo
p
Quadrant anal.

• 49'"'*
·.36itit

.40**

• 41**

TABLE 5

Differences Between Correlation Ooe£f1c1ents: ··
Absolute-difference Technique
Number
independent variables

Coefficients
of
correlation

r

.10

O�;.:;::.

.15
.25

F

2.00

7.45**
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TABLE 6

Differences Between Correlation Ooeffic1ents:
Algebraic-difference Technique
Number
or
independent variables

Ooeffioients
- of
correlation

F

Mup

r
R1

Rm

,.

• 10
.32

.

.32

RM

.40

16.44H

.01

3·;/58•

Mop

r

.10

R1

• 12

¾i

.�4· ....
.40

�

.as

7.86**
6.12**

Mup and M op

'�up
Bmop
�P<•05
**P<•01

.32
.24

7.27**
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TABLE 7

Differences Between Oorrelat1on Ooe££1oients:
Quadrant Analysis Technique
Number
of
independent variables

Ooeff1o1ents
of
correlation

F

Mup'

r

.10

R1

.34
.36

�

RM

.49

19.78H

1.95
7�78••u•

1'1op

r

• 10

R1

.40
.41

�

RM

.,49

30.17**
.59
4.99**

1\ip and Mop
�up
Rmop
. *P<•05
**P<•01

.36
.41

. 7.80H
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!knop was signi
ficantly greater than R1, F(1,163 )=7 .86; p<.01. fu1 was
significantly greater than lkop, F(3,160)=6.12; p<.01.

significant difference between.!:, and R1•

Bmup was significantly greater than Bmop,·F(1,163)=7.27;
p<.01.
,Quadrant an,al;y:sis.
resulted

fu

in

The comparisons for Mup and M 0
P
relatively the same findings. In both cases

was significantly greater than£; F(1-,164)=19.78; p'('.01

and F(1,164)=30.17; p(.01 respectively.

In neither case

significantly different from R1• !M was signi
ficantly greater than 11mup' F(3,160)=7.78; p(.01. BM
was

Rm

was also significantly greater than .&nop, F(3,160)=4.99;
p(.01. .&nop was significantly greater than !hnup, F(1,163)=
7 .80; P"•·o1.
Zero-order correlations. Tables 8-14 present the
zero-order correlations among the independent variables
and between the independent variables and the dependent
variable.

Particular attention should be focused on the

correlations betwe�n.M and VM in Tables 8 and 10 (Ma,b and
M 0p--.A.LGD. respectively�. As indicated the £ 1 's a::fe� � 981• and

.99 respectively.

In

both cases the introduction of the

VM variable resulted in a significant increase of the !1m_ 1 s
over the R1 1 s (p<.01). In no instance was the correlation
between the moderator variables and the verbal-moderator
interaction variables for the same scale less than .98.
The correlations between the verbal scale and the fitt
moderator variables ranged from -.19 to .37.

The cor

relations between V and VM ranged from -.16 to .38.
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TABLE 8
Zero-order Correlations:
Absolute-difference Teobnique

GPA
V

M
VM

GP.A:.
1.00

V

M

VM

.10

-.11

-�14

1 .oo

-.03

1 .oo

.03

• 98 * *

1 .oo
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TABLE. 9
Zero-order Correlations:
.Algebra1o-d1fferenoe Technique ··-·

_Rmup

GPA

GPA.

V

M

1.00

.10

• 28**

V

1.00

. -.19*

M

.VM

.28**
-.11

1.00

VM

.99**
1.00

TABLE 10
Zero-order Correlations:
Algebra1o-differenoe Technique
�op.
GPA-,
GPA

1.00

V
M

v_
• 10
1.00

M

-.03

.37iHt

·1 .oo

VM

-.06
.38**
.99**
1.00

*P<•OS

*ff-p<.01
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TABLE 11
Zero-order Oorrelations:
Algebraic-difference Techniqu�

. GPA.
GPA
V

Mup
VMu,p

Mo
p

VM0
p
VMM

i�oo

V

.10
1.00

M
up

VMu

-.19*

-. 11

.28**

· 1.00

p .
28
. **
-99**

1 .oo

Mo

p

VM-····

op

. ��:,
...tl.

-.03-- - ..-.06

VMM

.-.�-04

• 10

.09

.oa
-.oa

.12

• 10

-.03

.37** • 38**

1.00

.99**
- 1 �00

.21**
.18*.

1.00
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TABLE 12
Zero-order Correlations:
Quadrant Analysis Technique

Rmu
p
GPA
GPA 1.00

V

V

M

VM

.10

.33**
.01

.3 2 �

1 .oo

M

· ·.17*

.98H

1.00

VM

1.00

""P<•05

**P<•01

• TABLE 13
Zero-order Oorrelations:
Quadrant Analysis· Teohnique
· Rmop

GPA.
GPA 1.00
V

M
VM

*P<•05
**P<•01

V

� 10.
1.oo

M

VM

-.40it* .·.· �.4-1
-.11

1.00

**

-.16*
.9 8 H

1 .oo

···
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TABLE 14

Zero-order Oorrelatione:
Quadrant Analysis Technique

GPA
GPA:. 1.00

V

Mu ·
p
VMu
p
Mo
p

VM0 p
VMM

itp<.05
**P<.01

V
.10

1.00.

Mu

p

.33ff

.01

. 1.00

VMu
p

M

op

VM 0

P

.V:tv".LM

.32**

-.40**

-.41**

-.12

.98**

-.29**'.

....28**

.;..2 3ff

.98**

.37'"'

.17*

1 .oo

-.11

�-

-.16*

-.15

-.30'"'.* .. -. 3Qitit -- - - � 26itit
1.00

1.00-

.38**.

1.00
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Noteworthy was the finding that in those cases where

E.in

di,d not result in a significant increase over fu_, the

zero-order correlations between the dependent variable
and the moderator and interaction variables were' relatively
strong.

It should further be noted that in the two in

stances where

E.m

was significantly greater than

Bi, the

correlations of the moderator and interaction variables

with the dependent variable were nons:i,gri.ifi:cant (p).05).
Cross-validation Samnle
Mean GPA for the sample was 2.1899, s = .6892.
mean verbal scale score was 497.26, s = 76.37.

The

The

correlation (r) between GPA and the verbal scores was
.37 (p<.01).

Table 15 presents the mean, standard deviation

(s), and range of scores for the five moderator scales.
Table 16 presents the seven moderated multiple R ''s.
As indicated all co�fficients were significant beyond the
.01 level •
.&nab and Rmup and E:mop (A.LGD .. ) were not significantly
different from r_ (p).05). There was no significant
difference between &nup and Rmop• In neither case was
RM (ALGD.) significantly different from£, !1mup' or !kziop•
The three moderated g's based on QA scales were

fuI was signi
ficantly greater than E.mup, F(3, 159)=5.07; p<.01. gM was

significantly greater than

;£

(p<.01).

also significantly greater than Rmop' F(3,159)=3-51; P<.05.
.)
lkop was found to be significantly greater than B:mupl �

F(1,162)=4.49; p<.05.
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TABLE 15·

-

Standard Deviation, and Range .
_ Mean,
.

of Moderator Scales:
Moderator scales
by techniques

Cross-validation Group

Mean

SD

Range

M ab··

1.02

2.75

-6--+6

Mup

2.02

A.bsolute-diff.
A.lgebraic-diff.:.
M

op
·Quadrant anal.

-7--+11

-6--+8

-.23
1.84

.3.22

-8--+9

. -1 .50

3.62

�9�-+7

·,
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TABLE 16
-Moderated Multiple Ooeffioients of
Correlation for Cross-validation Group
Moderated R's

Technique

Absolute-difi' •

..

••

l\.b
Algebraio-dii'i'.

.37-IHI- ..

.39-iHt

Quadrant anal.

· _:··.43
im
.46�
.51ff
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Between Technique Comparisons
No significant difference .wa
s found between .Rma.b
'·
and !mop (ALGD.). However Rm.up (ALGD.) was significantly

· greater than lka.b• F(1,162)=3.97; p(.05.
!kiup (QA.) was significantly grea ter than.Rmab' F(1,162)=
9.23; p<.01. !!mop (QA.) was also grea ter than !mab' F(1,162)=
13.97; p�;o1. For the I!m''s based on the scores obtained

with the ALGD. and QA scales, all between technique com
parisons were significant.

!bup {QA) was significaI?:_tly

greater tha.n.Rmup (ALGD.)·and.Rmop (ALGD.); F(1,162)=5.13;
p-<.05 and F(1, 162)=6�36; p(.05 respectively•. !znop (QA.)
was significantly greater than .!kop (ALGD.) and Rm.up (ALGD.);

· F_(1,162)=11.03; p<.01 and F(1, 162)=9. 76; p'<.01 respectively•
.RM (QA.) was found ,to be greater than

1!M (ALGD.),

, F(1,159)=16.81; p<.01. RM (QA.) was also s_ignificantly
greater than l!mup and !mop (Aron.); F(3, 159)=6.91; p<.01
· and F(3,159)=7.35; p(.01 respectively. ·
Zero-order correlations.
are

Contained in T ables 17•19

the zero-order correlations among the. independent

variables and between the independent.variables and the
dependent variable •. As indicated in Tables 17 and 18,
the only independent variable which correlated·signi1'1cantly
with GPA was the verbal sca le. With the exception of the.
double interaction variable (VMupMop),. a ll independent
varia bles for the .R's based on the QA. scales had signi
ficant correlations with·the dependent varia ble.
The correlation between the moderator variables

and

the verbal-moderator interaction variables was in no case
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TABLE 17
Zero-order Correlations:
..

Absolute-difference Technique
Cross-validation Group
. Rmab
GPA
GPA
V
M
VM

1.00

V

.·37**
1.·00

M

VM

-.04

-.03

.01
1.00

.o4

.99**
1.00
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TABLE 18
Zero-order Correlations:
Algebraic-diff erence Technique
Cross-validation Group
�up' �op' and�
GPA.
GPA.. 1.00
.,

V
Mup

V°Mup
Mo
p
VMo
p
VM.M

-..P<•05
Hp<.01

V
.37H
1.00

.

:t\tp

.-10

.•12

-.:12
.�

1 ;o·o

VMup

-.04
•

.!98-tHt

1.100

Mo p
-.01
, .-22**
.03

.os

1.00

VMop .. :

.oo

20*

•1

VMM

-.04
.12

.03

-.18*

..04

-.13

e99ff
1.00

.38**

.·36**
1.00

TABLE 19
Zero-order Oorrelations: ·
Quadrant Analysis Technique
Cross-validation Group
R
�up' Rmop' and M

GPA
GPA 1.00
V
1-rup

VMu
p

Mo
p
VMo
p
VMM:

*P<•05

oJHtp<.01

V
• 37**

1.00

Mu,p

VMu
p

..
Mop

.-04

· .14
� 9 8* *

-.13

.16'11. 1 :00

•.22*it

1.00

-.3Qff

VMop

-.33**
-.20*

-.15

-.13

-.14

-.13

1.00

e99ff

1.00.

VMM

-.14
-.01

-. 3 6 * *
•e37ff

.37**

.36**

1.00
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For Rmab (Table 17) and Rmup (Table 18)
the correlations between V and Mand between V and VMwere

less than .98.

not significant.

For !bop (ALGD.) both correlations were
significant;· p(.01 and p(.05 respectively; Fo� Rmop (Q,A.)
only. the ;·rela.tion between V and VM was sign1£1oant. p<.OS.

Neither of the relationships was significant for !mup ( )
QA. •
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Ohapter IV
DISCUSSION
Without exception the studies reviewed earlier did
not present data sufficient for an·adequate description
of the mechanics of moderators and the effects they assess.
Research in the area has been ·characterized by a controversy:
between tlfose who are convinced that moderators are the ·
answer to long standing problems in psychological measure
ment and those who maintain that moderators contribute
nothing us-eful or additional in making' measurement more
precise.

The data reported herein afforded a clearer and

somewhat revealing description of moderator function.
While casting considerable doubt on the tenability of the
moderator mo_del, _t·ne pr,esent research by no means resolved .
the controversy,·.
In addition to maintaining that an effective moderator.
nee4 not correlate with accompanying predictors, Saunders
( 1954) pointed out that it is not necessary for a moderator ·
and the predictors with which it is used to 9orrelate with
the dependent variable.

He made ·no mention of the expected

zero-order correlations (necessary.and/or sufficient) in
volving the moderator-predictor interaction variable.
Saunders simply characterized a moderator as a variable
which correlates with error, i.e., the variance not shared
in common by an'independent variable and a dependent variable.
He further stated that the introduction of an interaot�on
variable containing an effective moderator should· result
in a significant increase in the size of�.

Finally, Ewen
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and Kirkpatrick (1967) have pointed out that a significant
·1ncrease of an� over an B.i 1s evidence that a moderator ·
is in fact operating as a moderator and not as a suppressor.
The present data indicated that·the use of Mab and
M 0 p (ALGD.) resulted in the deteotion of significant
moderator effects in the developmental. sample, .i.e., .. the .
two scales-were effective as moderators.

Indeed, assuming

that the above mentioned investigators were correct. in their
. reasoning, it would appear th.at the data warrant . no other .
conclusion.

However,. close · scrutiny of the. zero-o·rder

correlations for &nab and !kop reveals the tenability of
.'
a somewhat different conclusion. For both B.m,'s, the int�raction variables (VM) did not correlate significantly with__
GPA.

.

.

... YM v.ariables did not function as predictors.

Obviously the·

It is somewhat doubtful-that the increase resulting from the
addition of-VM was necessarily due to the action of.moderators.
. .

In other words the data do not necessari'ly. ;ead to the· -- ·
. conclusion th.at a significant moderator effect was operative ..
in the data.

It would appear that the results can be ex

plained parsimoniously in .terms of the suppression concept.
Even though Mab and VMab did not correlate significantly with
GPA, the intercorrelation between the two. was apparently of
such magnitude that a significant increase due to suppression
between the two occurred.

The tenability of the foregoing

conclusion is readilY, demonstrated by the example below.
2
r12
+
=·
R1.23

2

2

r 13

-. 2r12r 13 r2i

For
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assume that

= .10;.!:13 = .oo; !:,2 - .ga·; and�= 167.
3
Solution of the equation reveals that the addition of �13 ·
!:_12

results in an ,!! of • :-SO as compared to�12 = .10. Such an
increase is significant at the .01 level as assessed by an
appropriate! ratio assuming a sample of comparable size as
used in the study.

While not directly analogous to the data

under considerati�n,�the above example demonstrates that it
is possible for suppressor effects to occur wheri the validities
of predictors are very low and the intercorrelations _petween
the variables very high •. Unlike the example, the suppressor
effects in lima b·and 11:nop• assuming they were present, would
be more complexly determined due to the presence of a third
independent-variable.
••

In other words, the ability of a

variable to operate ·a·s a, suppressor would be ·more complexly
determined by its intercorrelations with a greater number of
variables.
Due to the negligible correlations of Mand VM with
GPA for .!kop (ALGD.) 1 t is highly improbable that any
suppressor effects between the two·occurred. However both
. variables correlated significantly with

v.

It is unlikely

that Mor VM taken separately contributed significantly
as
.
;

suppressors due to.their moderate correlations with V.
However it would seem plausible that the combined suppressor
ei'fects produced by both may have resulted in_the increase
of &n over li1•

Such an explanation seems tenable in view,

of the fact that the addition of MalC>ne' .:resulted in no...
significant increase of fu. over�•
The increases of the ,!!M's over the L, 1 s based on the QA.
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and ALGD. scales for the developmental sample appear to be
readily explained in terms-of the action of suppressor and
predictor variables.

For the ALGD. scales, the effectiveness

of Mop and VM 0 as suppress�rs has already been considered.
P
·.Mup and V'Mu,p obviou�ly contributed to the size of RM as
predictors as indicated by their significant validities.

Due·

to the high-degree of overlap between the two variables, the
exclusion of either.would result in no appreciable decrease
in the size of -i
RM. It seems reasonable to_c9.nclude "!ihat th�
double interaction variable did not contribute to the size of
fiM• Even though it correlated significantly with Mop and
VM 0 , the negligible validities of those two variables would
P
make it improbable that VMM acted as a suppressor.
Mup and M 0p for the QA. scales functioned as predictors as
indicated by-their significant correlations with GPA. E.M for
the same scales was significantly greater than the two

Rm'�•

The size of &1 was m�st likely, for the ·greater part, due to
the combination of the moderators as predictors.

The con

clusion se.ems justified that VMM acted as a suppressor in view
of its insignificant validity and significant overlap with·---·
Mup, VMup, M 0 p, and VMop•
The foregoing findings do not necessarily mean that
research on the moderator model should be abandoned.

The

preceeding explanations of moderator effects in terms of the
suppression concept do however point up a crucial fallacy
in the logic employed to justify the use of certain tekts
which are supposedly sensitive to moderator effects and
moderator-suppressor differences.

saunders' (1954) and
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Ewen and Kirkpatrick 1 's (1967) arguments would appear to have
However their

been valid based on the premisses employed.

arguments were apparently invalid due to the exclusion of
conditional premisses concerning possible zero-order correlations
'

'

involving the interaction variable.

Based on the present

study,•the importance of the interaction variable in account'

.

ing for the results has.been clearly demonstrated.
The test suggested by Lee (1961), though not carried out
in the present research, would also seem to· be of que�tion
able usefulness.

Lee pointed out that evidence for a

moderator effect may exist if the regression weight of the
interaction variable departs significantly from zero.
However, this test, like the one suggested by Ewen and
Kirkpatrick does no� per�it a distinction between moderators
and suppressors.

An interaction variable could have a signi

ficant weight and still correlate insignificantly with the
dependent variable.

Such a state of affairs is within the

realm of possibility due to the fact tpat the intercorrelations
among a set of variables contribute to the size of the·
regression weight for each·_ variable.

Thus a suppressor may

have a significant weight as a result of its correlations
with other independent variables.
As previously pointed out, Hobert and Dunnette (1967)
.

.

maintained that those developmental techniques employing the
finest subgrouping should yield the most effective moderators�
Additionally it was maintained that the use of the more�
effective moderators should result in the largest �•s.
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The oross�validation data for the present study appear to·
have partially con.firmed their expectations.
Oonsidering the first technique; the ability of Mab
t.o increase Ii significantly above ,;:·· did not hold up on
cross-validation.
valid�ties.

The M and VM variables had negligible

VM though correlating .99 with M produced no

suppression due to the extremely low validity of M.

Such

findings as the above are not unusual in light of one
characteristic that moderators and suppressors sb.are
speoificity.

Another explanation for effects not cross

validating, particularly in the present data, would seem to
be the high initial correlation that existed between V and
GPA (.37).
M 0P (.A.LGD.) d1a. not. cross-validate in its ability to

produce a significant increase in correlation
nor was it
'

significantly larger that !kab• Em.up (ALGD.) though not
significantly different from£, was significantly larger than

limab• This seemingly incongruous finding is easily accounted
for when one considers the difference in error ·terms :tor
the· !-ratios employed to compare£ with !kiab and Em.up a�·
opposed to the !kn.ab and f!mup comparison. It· would appear

that ·the greater size of !bup can be accounted for in terms
of the action of a suppressor variable. Even though the
correlations of Mup and �P with GPA were insignificant,
the intercorrelation between VM and M was apparently of such
magnitude that a suppression effect oocu;red between tlte two
variables.

Recall the example demonstrating the effective

ness of suppressors among variables having low validities
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but extremely high intercorrelations.

Obviously a necessary

condition for the occurrence of such effects 1s a relatively
large sample size.

For smaller samples, .. the --increase ·-pro- · ··

duced by such suppressor effects would probably not be of
such magnitude that they would reach significance.
The £l 1 s based on the QA. scales were significantly

.

greater tfian the £i's based on scales developed by the first
two techniques.

�xa.mination of the intercorrelations in

volving t�e Mu,p variables reveals that l\tp and V°l\ip a,cted
as predictor variables. Mop and VM0 p also acted as pre- .

. dictors.

Thus the ability of the.variables to function as

!!mop was apparently greater
... than !lmup due to the increased effectiveness �f the M 0 P
variables as predictors.. It is unlikely that the VM' s ···
predictors cross-validated.

in either case contributed anything additional as in
dicated by the. high overlap between the M and VM variables •
g,11 for the QA. scales was significantly larger than any

£l obtained in the cross-validation' sample • . Due to the

insignificant intercorrelations between the M 0 -VMop
P
variables and the Mu,p-"VMup variables, it may be assumed

that the size of E.M was partially due to the combined

predictor effects produced by the combination of_ the Mu,p
and M0 P variables (VM's• included). Special attention
'

should also be paid to the double interaction variable
VMM.

The variable did not contribute anything as a predictor�

However it probably· produced a multiple suppression ef.fect
which may have contributed to the size of

fu..1•

While seemingly lending support to Hobert and Dunnette 1 s
assertions, results of the present research do not necessarily
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warrant the conclusion that one technique is better than
another for developing moderators for the simple reason
that the moderator model is of questionable tenability.
The data would seem to warrant ,the conclusion that the size
of� is directly related to the number of subgroups employed by a developmental technique.
· There would appear to be several conditions in a set
of data that might permit a distinction. between moderator
One· such con

variables and ·other independent variables.

dition would involve an intercorrelationmatrix for an Em_
in which the VT, M, and VMvariables intercorrelated
_negligibly (V=predictor; M=moderator; Vl{=interaction
variable)•'

The moderator model would appear to be tenable

.

if in such a matrix•it �ould be shown that· the addition of
-

.

·- - --

.. .

. .• . .

.

the VM variable resulted in an increase in R due to its
action as a predictor •. Further the moderator model would
gain additional tenability if it could

be

shown that a VM

variable can function as an effective predictor when V and
Mhave negli�ible validities.

This is apparently just what

Saunders (1954) had in mind in his discussion of the VM
variable and interactive effects in a set of data.

In the

absenc� of sufficient data it cannot be determined whether
such results obtained' in Saunders
research of anyone else.'

I

.

.

resea�oh·.•or:..in the

The present study would i seem _to ..
-

-

---�--- --

•·

----·

•··

--

. .... .. . .

indicate that conditions such as those just mentioned are
mathematical improbabilities.

In the int�raction varia�le,

M serves the function of a weight for the V variable.

Thus

when the Mand VM variables are 'correlated; very hig� over-
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lap is not unusual.

In view of the n.a ture of the M and· VM

variables, it is highly improbable that a VM variable could
operate.as an effective predictor under the aforementioned
hypothetical conditions.
Undoubte�ly a great deal of research needs to be
carried out 1n order that a comprehensive enumeration of
moderator-characteristics may be obtained.

�ne worthwhile

undertaking would be a detailed examination of the inter
correlation:.matrices for different subgroups identifi,ed
using moderators..
'variation in the

It would be interesting to see if

�•s

for the groups might be due to the

action of,suppressors.

Depending on the unique combination

.of independent variables for certain so called :unpredictable
subgroups, it may

oe

fo-qnd that one or more variables

.· functions as a suppressor. · Research along these lines would
appear crucial to a better understanding of moderators and
.

how they differ from �uppressors, assuming that they do.
Indeed, it is incumbent upon those in the. ��moderator camp"
to demonstrate the uniqueness of the:,:phenomenon with which
they are working.'
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Chapter V

SUMMARY
In a ·.recent article, Hobert and Dunnette (1967)
maintained that compared to the Absolute-difference and
Algebraic-difference techniques Quadrant Analysis should
yield the more effective moderators.
-

Their assertion was

based on the ·reasoning that more homogeneous subgrouping
should yield moderators with increased sensitivity to
evror.

The present study was carried out as an empi�ical

investigation of their assertions.

Further, the design o�

the study permitted an investigation of moderator function.·
The total sample (ll=333) of male college students was
randomly divided into a deveiopmental sample and a cross
validation sample. ·�Emp�oying the aforementioned techniques
a total of five moderator scales were developed and applied to
·the cross-validation sample.

Based on the obtained findings,

the following conclusions were drawn:
The tenability of the moderator model is .question

1.

able in the face of apparently fallacious reasoning con
cerning moderator characteristics and function.·
2.

Moderator function apparently can be more parsi

moniously accounted for in terms of the suppression concept.,

3.

Previously suggested t�sts for the presence of

moder�tor effects are inadequate in that they do not·
necessarily distinguish moderator effects from effects produced by suppressor variables.
4.

The use of scales developed by those techniques

employing more homogeneous subgrouping result.sin the attain

.

-

ment of larger R's.
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APPENDIX A..

Moderator pool
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1.·

How do you feel about your share of happiness in life?
a.. Have had
b.· Have had
c. Have had
d. Luck has

2.,

How often do· you _feel dissatisfied with yourself?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

•

8.

Excellent.
Good.
Fair.
Poor.

Does a hard day's work tire you out?
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

More often than the average person.
About as often as the average person.
Less often �ha.n the average person.
Never.

In recent years, has your health been:
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

Frequently
Occasionally.
Rarely.
Hardly ever.

Up to the age of 21 years, approximately ·how often did you
suffer minor illnesses?
a.
b.
c.
d.,

5.

Frequently.
Occasionally.
Rarely.
Hardly ever.

How often do you feel discouraged?
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

nothing but bad breaks.
more than your share of bad breaks.
more good breaks than bad ones.
been your way practically all the time.

Much more than the
Somewhat more that
Somewhat less.than
Much less than the

average person my age.
the average person my age.
the average person my age.
average person my age.

How long does it usually take you to fall asleep?
a•

. Can go to sleep right away, at any time of the day or
night.
b. Can go t9 sleep in 15 minutes to half an hour • .
c. Usually need half an hour �r more to fall asleep.
d. No consistent pattern; depends on how tired, et,.
On the average, how much sleep do you require to feel
really good?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Less
5 to
7 to
More

than 5 hours.
7 hours.
8 ho-urs.
than 8 hours.
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How many days were ·you sick in bed last year?
a.
b.
c.
d.
10.\

None.
1 to 2 days.
3 to 5 days.
Over 5 days.

How much education did. your father have?
a. Grade school or less.
b. · High school.
'o. College.
d. A- graduate degree (M.A.., M.s., Ph.D., etc.).

11.

How much schooling did your mother have?
a. Grade school or less.
b. High school.
o. College.
d. A.· graduate degree (M.A.., M. S., Ph.D., etc.).

12 •.

How much independence do you feel your parents.allowed you
while in high school?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Quite restrictive.
A.bout as mqch as the rest of your friends.
Quite lenient.
A.s much as you wanted.

13.' When you were growing up, about how many books were
arotmd the house?
a.
b.
c.
d.

A large library.
Several bookcases full.
One bookcase full.
A few books.

14.· How often were you allowed to use the family car?
a. Had your own, did not use their car.
b. Not at all • .
c. A.s often as you asked.
d. Only on special occasions.

15.

Who did most of the repair work around your home?
a.
b.
c.
d.

16.

Yourself.
Another member of the family.
Someone hired·to do the jop.
No special person.

For commendable behavior as a child, how were you usually
rev-ra.rded?
a .. Praised.
b. Given a present.
c. Given no special attention.
d. Something else.
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17.

How were you usually punished as a child?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Punished physically.
Reprimanded verbally, or deprived of something.
Told how you should have acted.
Warned not to do it again, but seldom punished.

1s., Who influenced your co:p.duct most when you were a child?
a.
b.
c.
d.

19.

Your father.
Your mother.
A brother or sister.
Someone else.

Who made the major decisions in your family?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Your mother.
Your father.
Some other person.
Discussion and common agre.ement •.

20.,. While in high school, how many hours a week did you spend
doing chores and tasks around the home?
a.
b.
c.
d.
21.

When you were a child were you punished by your parents
for not doing well in school?
a.
b.
c.
d.

22.·

Lead a clique or gang.
Belong to a clique or gang.
Keep to yourself.
None of the above.

With regard to taking risks, which best describes you:
a.
b.
c.
d.

24.

Yes, frequently.
Yes, occasionally.
Very seldom.
Never.

In high school, did you:
a.
b.
c.
d.

23.

One hour or less.
2 to 4 hours.
5 to 7 hours.
More than 7 hours.

Hardly ever take
Sometimes take a
Generally take a
I'm a gambler at

a risk.
risk.
risk.
heart.

How many times during the past five years have you held
a position as president, captain, or chairman of any clubs,
te�ms, committees, or study groups?
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24.

(cont.)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Never.
Once.
Two or three times.
Four or more· times.

25.-. How many elective offices have you held in the last five
years?
a.
b.
c. ·
d.
26.

None.
1 or 2.
3- to 5.
6 or more.

How do you £eel concerning the adequacy of your-high
school prepar�tion £or college?
a. Was very adequate.
b. Was weak in certain areas •.
c. Was very inadequate.
d. Unable to answer.

27.

As you grew up,- how did you £eel about school?
a.
b..
c.
d •.

28.

During your teens, how did you compare with others of
your own sex in rate of progres_s thr<;>ugh school?
a.
b.
c.
d.

29.

Advanced much more rapidly than most.
Advanced just a little £aster than most •.
About the same as most.
Progressed just a little slower than,most.

How would you classify your potential as a student in
college?
a.
b.
c.
d.

30.

Liked-it very much.
Liked· it mo.st of. the time.
Just accepted it as necessary.
Was often unhappy with it.

Considerably above average.
Somewhat above average.
Average.
Below average.

How did your .teachers generally regard you in school?
a.
b.
c.
d •.

As
As
As
As

able ·to get things done with ease.
a hard worker.
not interested in school subjects.
·something·· of.-·a. "problem". ··
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31 •' At what time of day did you do most of your best studying?
a.
b.

o.
d.

Morning.
Afternoon.
Night.
No particular time.

32., What·was your standing in your high school class?
a.
b.
c.
d.
33.

How difficult was high school work for you?
a.
b.
c.
d.

34.

Below the average.
Above average.
In the upper 25%.
Ih the upper 10% •.
Fairly easy.
Neither easy nor hard.
Fairly hard.
Quite hard.

Most teachers in college:
a. Require far too much work of their students.
b. · Require slightly too much work of their students.
c. -Require abo�t the right amount of work.
d. Require too·11ttle work of their students.

35.

What do you think is the most important thing a person
should get out of college?
a.
b.
c.
d.

36.

Which one of the following types of teachers would you
prefer to have (as a college student)?
a.
b.
c •.
d.

37.

Training for a profession.
General cultural knowledge • .
Personal maturity.
Social polish.

Very ha.rd to get good grades from.
Harder than average to get good grades from.
About average in difficulty.
Easier than the average to get good grades from.

How well do you do most things you have decided to do?
a.
b.
c.
d.

You almost always succeed in the things you attempt
and do them better than most people could.
You often find you have bitten off more than you
· can
.
chew and have to give up.
.
You usually get the things done that you attempt, but
you seldom do them as well as you want to.
You find that you do.most things as well as other
people do.·
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38.·

Do you generally do your best:
a.
b.
c.
d.

39..

At whatever job you are doing.
Only in what you are interested.
Only when it is demanded of you.
On few if any jobs.

How -greatly disturbed are you if something is left
unfinished.
a. Slightly.
b. · l•!oderately.
c. Considerably.
d. Highly.

40.

What do you consider to be the major motivating force in.
your life?
a.
b.
c.
d.

41.

Assuming you had sufficient musical ability and training
to perform in the following capacities, whi_ch one do you
believe would give you the greatest personal satisfaction?
a.
b.
c.
d.

42.

Soloist -- instrumental or vacal.
Composer.
Conducter.
Member of orchestra or choral group--not soloist.

Which do you enjoy most?
a.
b.
c.
d.

43.

Prestige.
Material.gains.
To gain a position of security.
Something else.

A good "bull session 11 •
Worlcing - or studying hard.
Listening to music.
Reading for pleasure.

Which one of the following seems most impo;-tant to you?
a., A pleasant home and family life. ___ _ ---- -·· ----- ...
b. A challenging and exciting job.
c. Getting ahead in the world.
d. Being active and accepted in community affairs.

44.

Which of the_- following 1s most important to you?
a.
b.
c.
d. ·

45.

Professional status or authority.
Money.
Family and Friends.
Religion.

Where do you feel that you gained the most knowledge?
a. School.
b. Home.
c. Personal experience.
d. Examples set. by others.

APPENDIX B
Moderator scales
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Item number

Absolute-difference �b
Alternatives

Key:

-1

1•

a., b.
c., d.

+1

2.

a., b.

+1
-1

3.

a., b.
c., d.

+1

8.

a., b.
C •, d.

+1
-1

10.

a.' b.
c.' d.

+1
-1

11.

a.' b.
c., d.

+1
-1

· 27.

a., b.
o., d.

-1
+1

28.

a., b.
. c.:, d.

-1
+1

34.

a. , b .
c., d.

+1
-1

40.

Item number

c., d.

a.' c.
b., d.

Algebraic-difference l�p.
. Alternatives

-1

,. .

-1
+1

Key

2.

a., b.
C •, d.

+1
-1

3.

a., b.
c., d;

+1
-1

11 •

a.' b.
c., d.

.+1
-1

13.

a.' b.
c., d.

-1
+1

20.

. a., b.
o., d.

.+1
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Item number

Alternatives

Key

21'.

·a., b.
c., d.

-1

25.

a.' b.
c., d.

-1
+1

27.

a., b.-

c., d.

-1
+1

28.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

32.

a.' b.
c., d.

-1
+1

45.

a.' b.' d.
c.

-1

Item number

Algebraic-difference Mo
p
Alternatives

+1

+1

Key

8.

. a.' b •
c., d.

+1
-1

10.

. a., b.

d.

+1
-1

11.

a., b.
c., d.

+1
-1

22.

a., ·b.
o., d.

+1
-1

33.

a., b.
c., d.

+1
-1

40.

a., c.
b., d.

-1

C •,

,.

43 .
4 4.

+1

a.

... -1
+1

a., b.

+1
-1

. b . , c ., d •

c., d.
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Item number

Quadrant Analysis l-1u
p
Alternatives

Key

2.

a.' b.
c. , d .

+1
-1

10.

a.' b.

o.' d.

+1
-1

1 1•

a., b.
c., d.

+1
-1

13.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

21.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

a., b.
C • t d.

+1
-1

29.

a.' b.
c., d.

+1
-1

32.

a.' b.
c.' d.

-1
+1

36.

a.' b.

d.

-1
+1

45.

a., b., d.
c.

+1
-1

24.

Item number

c. ,

Quadrant Analysis Mo
p
Alternatives

Key

9.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

11.

a., b.
c., d.

+1
-1

13.

a.' b.
C •, d.

19.

a., b.
c., d.

-1

. 21.

a., b.
c., d.

+1
-1

23.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

,·

. +1
-J ___ - ·---·
+1
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Item number

Alternat1 ves

Key

27.

a., b.
c., d.

-1

29.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

32.

a.' b.
c., d.
a•, -b.
c., d.

+1
-1
-1
· -,+1·

36.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

43.

a.
b., c., d.

+1
-1

44.

a., b.
c., d.

-1
+1

45.

a., b.' d.
c.

35.

+1

-1

+1.

APPENDIX 0.

Single and multiple linear regression
analysis program
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Library Listing:

6.0.148 - 1620 Single and Multiple

Linear Regression Analysis Program, by Anthony J. Capata,
Columbia University.

The program uses a least squares

solution in comi:>uting the multiple g.

The maximum number -·

of independent variables is ten, the number of data points
being unlimited.

Included in the output are the partial

. regression--·coefficients, simple correlations, .the· multiple
correlation, standard error of the Y data, standard error of
the estimate, significance of regression, and the st�ndard
error of the partial regression coefficients •
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